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THE PRINCETON I EAllrP, PPINCPTON. KENTIrKY

Dangers After Heavy Rains
•

To safeguard health, all persons who
live in this section where heavy rainfall
has flooded the land, should be careful
about their drinking water.
Heavy rains wash surface filth into
wells, cisterns and streams. This filth
frequently includes disease germs inimical to human health and might be the
cause of an epidemic of dread typhoid
fever hereabouts.
Water is made safe for drinking by
boiling and this precaution should be
taken in every instance where there is
the slightest chance it has been polluted.
Princeton still has numerous surface
toilets, altho a few years back there was
a sustained effort by federal agencies
,and the Kentucky Department of Health
to eliminate these hazards to public
health and community welfare. Heavy
rains have spread the filth from these

privies on ground nearby, where flies and
mosquitoes will feed and nest . . . and
then carry death-dealing germs abroad
through the community.
Hence, these enemies should be fought
diligently and constantly in every home
and store, and no house should be without proper screens.
The County Health Office will advise
about purifying water and the danger
from flies.
Sanitation in and around the home is
vitally important to save human lives. •
At this time in Princeton and throughout Caldwell county, especial effort
should be made to guard against dangers
to life and happiness by being certain
water for drinking purposes is safe and
the great menace from flies and mosquitoes is combatted as best each family is
able.

No More Proud Sight

Thurtdg—, T;;-t,2
- 1, 1
America In Wartime

Now .It Can Be Told To Americans
By Beryl Shoenfield

"I wonder how absurd and strength which is ayen
ridiculous the Japanese High

(Associated Press Features)
the names
na
Washington — The dramatic Command believes that statement Sea, HollandiGuadalea
a,
today,
that
now
units of and Tacloban." Morotakstory of the clandestine broad- to be
casts by Supreme Court Justice the United States fleet have met,
In his last
broadest( e
Frank Murphy, beamed by OW! defeated, and routed, a substan- Philippines, shortly
bef;.
portion
Japanes
the
of
e fleet capture of
to Japanese-occupied Manila, can tial
Manila.
in Philippine waters."
now be disclosed.
"The dead of Muran;
Bataan .•
Admitting there was "yet no through these
Murphy's shortwave messages
dark days ki
of encouragement to Filipino cause for celebration or rejoic- die in vain. For they
hav,
guerrillas were transmitted all ing," Murphy added, "but we beacons of hope,
through the hills of the islands can take just pride in the accom- future when no hope !,
under the name of "Kiko". Kiko plishment thus far . . . of the bow his head nor Filipino
is tagalog for "Frank," the name military genius and fighting but to his God.' bend he
by which the last governor-general and first high commissioner
of the Philinpines was known
there.
"Nowhere in the world, during
this present war, have the people
in any area put up a more valiant
fight than did the Filipinos,"
Murphy declared in his first
broadcast, March 24, 1943, the
anniversary of the Tydings-Mc- He Explains To Senate Group
Why Big Pro
Duffle Act for Philippine independence.
Has Done More Harm Than
Good
November 15, 1943, the eighth
anniversary of the establishment
[This report on the testimony of Congressman
of the commonwealth, Murphy
dean of the Kentucky delegation, before a Senate Andrew j
predicted:
tion a week—the price he pays for a
Commen't
"I have a strong conviction if committee is reprinted from the New York World-Telegra m at
indicate
awakeni
an
s
It
ng
27.
of
the
$1.50 a year newspaper.
danger
to
the whole •
on the next fifteenth of November the Japanese are still in the a blind acceptance of TVA as a model for other tax-dodging
It is never economy to refrain from bePhilippines, their days in the is- ury-draining experiments in valley super-governments.]
ing on the subscription list of your comlands will be brief in number..
"One day in the not far-distant
munity newspaper, because one missed
By ROGER STUART
Public Deceived
future, you will see the AmeriWorld-Telegram Staff Writer
CLEVER
can fleet—stars and stripes aitem in one issue might cost a non-subcombinatia
ASHINGTON, April 27 —
Wishful thinking
float—sailing proudly into Maniand
scriber many dollars.
The Tennessee Valley Au- ful conjecture, he said, haa
la -Bay. It will be final assurance
thority, model for the crystalized in the public
Because of wartime restrictions on'
that the story of the quest for
•
ALL•THE WORLD looks to The American Flag as the symbol of freedom Philippine independence did not proposed joillion-dollar Missouri adroit and tireless TVA
print paper, some newspapers are not in
fr,
a: ...salon and I guarantee that peace and righteilueness shall pre. end in the blasted tunnels of Valley prbject, received its se- gandists, to the effect that
position to take new subscriptions. Very
vaiL This, official insignia of the Mighty Seventh War Loan, shows
verest slapping to date in a hear- TVA's power resources
the Corregidor."
the
raising of the flag on Iwo Jima by U. S. Marines. It is the picture
that has
few community weekly newspapers are
That the Japanese were paying ing today before a Senate Com- was bailed out of its al
been more widely used than any in this war, proceeds of which
subcommittee.
merce
the AP attentio
crises
for
the
war
n
to
these pronouncedonated to service relief.
effort
in that position, however, and this newsThe slapper was Rep. Andrew power project, he said, jilt,
ments was evident when radio
paper is not one of them. We are in
Tokyo blared: "If Governor-Gen- .7. May (D., Ky.), chairman of ed to be a red ink bureau
position to place the names of all noneral Murphy wanted to be frank, the House Military Affairs Com- forever run as a chronic
he would have said 'yes, the mittee. In a statement prepared in spite of alleged paper p
subscribers in this vicinity on our mailAnd he added:
By G. M. P. American fleet will
come — for delivery at the hearing, aling list, and invite them to join us.
though
he
had
previous
not
"Last, but far from
ly
dragged
Dr. William T. Baker, Louisfor
in
repairs, and only
Pfc. Lowell "Pap" Davis,
least,
been announced as a witness, the authority type of
Wherever there is a family in the com- ville, who formerly operated a former Leader
federal
compositor and that part which has not been energetic Kentuckian declared: is a
misbegotten offspring of
munity not reading the local newspaper drug store here where the Wood now with the 274th Infantry on sunk'!"
"You gentlemen have had wit- lectivist thinking by which
it is a broken link in the chain of com- Drug company is now located, the Rhine, says in a letter receiv- The Japanese notwithstanding, nesses paraded before you
whose constitutional system is by
writes his old friend Dr. W. L. ed Tuesday; "some of our boys Murphy was able to broadcast on
munity enterprise.
Cash that he has noted Prince- are fishing in the river but the the ninth anniversary of the chief reason for the creation of ed and set aside by an au
additional valley authorities is with economic and political
ton's efforts to get a modern best way to get fish, especially commonwealth:
(Dawson Springs Progress)
hospital and offers to send some if you are in a hurry, is to use a
"Your Japanese slave masters the assumption that the original er beyond, above and diff
surgical instruments, no longer hand grenade. We get a bucket sneered at those words and call- —the TVA — has been a suc- from that of the individual
cess.
I shall prove that the and federal department: ti
needed by him, to be used full with one grenade."
ed them absurd and ridiculous.
visaged in the Constitutio
TVA is a failure."
n.
either in the hospital or to be
have written over a considerable
'Wartime Tax Slacker'
Flood Control Fallacy
sold to help raise funds.
"Pap" writes his outfit may number of years
. . . which I HE called it a wartime tax DISCUSSING the
TVA
come to the States. He thinks uster
think I'd write a book
slacker to the extent of milflood control project,
His idea, Dr. Baker writes, is politics is interfering with the
planes and other war equipment.
about
sometim
lions
May
of
e.
dollars
Therefo
declared there is less
annually.
re I
He
is to put the instruments in a war in the Pacific, says Stars
The food situation has changed, too. store
age space on the Tennessee
window with a price on and Stripes, Army newspaper, marvel at the man who holds said that, as a flood control project,
for
it
has
flood
created
a flood menwaters, after all
Up until the first part of this year, food each, giving the public a chance played Happy Chandler big on two or three big government
ace. As
soil conservation pro- dams were built, than there
supplies were ample despite the fact that to buy one or more and then his new baseball job and thanks jobs - - - and finds time to ject, he aasserted
in
the
natural
,
it
has
done
state.
present them to the hospital . . . us for five copies of The Leader, write a book!
more harm than it can ever posagriculture and the food industry had to which
As for the waterpower fel
would also receive the received all in a bunch, the latest
sibly
•
of
undo.
the
authority
, Mr. May
take a secondary position.
money from the sale. Dr. Cash dated May 3.
In both of these activities, he "The whole theory of the
On the whole, the people in
The year 1945, however, has brought said he would turn the letter
this country pay one-third of said, it is wastefully duplicating power development is p '
over to the Hospital Board for
Wartime marriages overseas the national
the functions of two highly effi- on a widely held fallacy,"
greatly increased food demands. This action.
income in taxes, cient existing
are now causing much distress
federal agencies— he said, was the belief that ,
7
has resulted from a combination of- two
and some of the
pay
as
much
among
the
Corps of Engineers of the developed by falling w:
men and women caught
INS
as
90
percent
of
their
facts—production is down and needs,
incomes
Army
.
in
the meshes of international
and the Soil Conservation necessarily cheap power.
A Princeton soldier writing to
of the Department of AgriculActually, he declared,
particularly those of war-torn Europe, this reporter from Germany de- law. For example, late reports
11111
ture.
indicate
generated power is conside
thousands of Australian
Latest reports indicate major
clares it is growing increasingly
are greater.
The
TVA
he
gals
who
called
married American auto companies will produce a
"an anti- cheaper, and the TVA's r
harder to enforce the nonsocial institution, its evil effects would show tha., were it not
Hence, with smaller military require- fraternization
order on our soldiers and who now realize line of lighter, more economical far outweig
hing
their
any
social
unions were mistakes, must cars .
pro- phoney bookkeeping.
ments of men and material, it is now troops there. Fines for those
. especially lighter on gress and reform it
to this country to get their
professes to
An advertisement of
possible for the administration to set up caught being friendly with Ger- come
the
pocket-book, for upkeep.
have promoted."
Kentucky Utilities Coin
man civilians are about $65, ac- divorces . . . and there simply
a new food authority. It will be given cording
aren't
ships enough. Those hapto press advices.
pily wed must wait their turns
wide powers to meet the situation.
to come "home" to the USA and
This shift is being accepted as a logical
Maybe it isn't for the best engaged
girls, who want to
one. There is a possibility, however, that interests of those concerned but here to wed, are strictly come
outta
I cannot believe it is sound to luck.
the shift came too late to get maximum continue the
doctrine of hate,
results in food production.
engendered by battle, into the
Strawberries will fly from
Anderson will take over about July 1 postwar period in Germany. It Paducah
to Chicago and Detroit
isn't Nazi-land now; aiyi our
—a date when it is too late to change fighting men
are not good haters next season and will cost conthis year's production programs. There of civilians. Perhaps, for the sumers in the northern cities
61 cents a quart, if OPA
is time, however, to do something about peace of the world, it is a good about
ceiling prices are still in effect.
thing they are not.
black markets---the major cause of malThis was what Ozark growers
received for berries so shipped
distribution or rood supplies.
Johnny Graham, who won the season
just closed.
In reuniting the War Food Administra- from Merle Brown in the handicap
golf
/IS
tourney
r
e
tion with the Agriculture Department,
tcently and
The government's ban on conhit the only homer in the
President Truman obviously had another then
ventions is credited .with having
Kiwanis-Rotary softball
saved more than 52 million rail
reason in mind. A stronger governmental moved up several notches game
as a
passenger miles in three months.
unit will be in a better position to guide businessman-athlete. He n o w But
travel rationing is just
has been permanently assigned
agricultural production back to a peace- the
around
the corner . . . unless
3rd base role in all future
more
folk heed the President's
time level of needs than would divided Kiwanis softball games!
win the respect of
warning
about staying at home
agencies.
The Times readers
so fighting men can use .trains
Clyde Kercheval, who kept and
buses.
score on the softball game, says
there were far more errors than
11111
teaP
I have a large envelope of
base hits. Little effort was made
to obtain Clyde's record because clippings of newspaper stories I
4090.'""el"
a box score would have been too
complicated to set into type . . .
nearly every member of both
during the war period to restore the im- clubs
playing at one time or anpairment that has taken place and to other and most of them, in
several different positions.
permit the

CONGRESSMAN MAY EXPOSES 111
TVA AS "WARTIME TAX SLACIt

Paper's Principal Purpose
The principal purpose of a community
newspaper is to serve as a medium for
the exchange of information of community interest. Such information is of many
types, which include the news of interest
to the community, messages from business houses that tIV community wishes
to know, and, probstbly most important,
notices to the public from the government
units within the community.
Citizens who depend upon word of
mouth to keep posted on community
events are usually at a disadvantage—
sometimes getting wrong information,
and sometimes getting no information at
all.
There are many kinds of these community newspapers—some which serve
their purpose extremely well, some fair,
and some rather poorly. But even the
worst of them seldom fail to give every
reader his three cents worth of informa-

What It Means

One Food Boss
By Ovid A. Martin
Washington— Food is being given top
billing on the Truman administration's
home front show.
Such is the simple reason for the presidential appointment of Rep. Clinton P.
Anderson, New Mexico Democrat, as
Secretary of Agriculture and War Food
Administrator.
Heretofore during the war, production
of munitions had the main billing. That
was because munitions were more important, relatively speaking, than food.
Information now available indicates
that Anderson will become a one-man
boss over food production, distribution,
rationing and pricing. He will have
authority to coordinate all government
activities pertaining to food.
Ever since early in the war, there have
been demands for such a boss. The administration turned a deaf ear.
It reasoned that a food director, in his
efforts to obtain large production, might
well have interfered with the greater
immediate need of providing manpower
and materials for the armed services. At
best, there might have been bitter governmental clashes which would have affected military operations.
Now that the war in Europe has been
won, the situation has changed. Military
requirements for manpower and materials
have been reduced. Evidence of this is
shown in cutbacks in production of air-
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AGGRESSIVE
OPINIONS

purchase of the required
machinery equipment. trucks, automobiles, freezing units, etc., to enable operation of the farm to best advantage. This
is the time to set up funds for -the
modernization of the home that you and
your wife may have long planned, for the
construction of new barns and other outbuildings, fences, and for the development of needed conveniences, electricity,
of course, ample water supply, and sewage disposal. Also, the indivictual should
look forward to rebuilding the soil, in the
event it has been farmed too hard,
developing his woodlots, and seeing that
they are protected. It is the time, too, to
provide for the education of the younger
children. The purchase of War Bonds
now is a sound method of providing
finances for these future enterprises.
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War Bonds For Postwar
Farm Improvement
By Thomas Cooper
Dean And Director College Of
Agriculture And Home Economics
University Of Kentucky
There are many farm and home enterprises to be undertaken after the war
years for which plans and finances should
be provided now. Perhaps the most important Single step is to enter the postwar period free of debt, or at least that
debt shall be reduced in amount so that
it can be easily handled. This applies both
to mortgage indebtedness, and short-term
indebtedness.
During this period of shortages of all
'kinds, it is important to set aside funds
for replenishments in the future. Agriculture is using up its structures, equipment, and machinery at a trim rapid
rate than it is able to obtain replacements. Therefore, it is wise to invest in
bonds sufficient amounts from income
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Political
Announcements

Donal Wilmoth, Central
Presbyterian preacher, made his
first public bow as a Kiwanian
as third pitcher for his club's
team .
and did all right at it
too. This newcomer has an engaging personality, is very considerate, and a distinct asset to
the community.
ilk
There is no longer any doubt:
Rat. Archie Smith is gonna take
the leap into the sea of matrimony soon. With everybody's
best wishes.

The Leader Is authorised to announce
the candidacies of the following
citizens
of Caldwell county for the several
ficer, indicated, subject to the willofof
the voters In the Primary Elections
duly set for Saturday. auk. 4. 1945:
For Sheriff:
Subject to the voters In the Democratic
Primary.

BEDFORD H. MoCHIIIINEY
LEN L. MORS%
W. OTHO TOMMY
Subject to the voters in the Republica
n
Primary,
MRS. PAULINE CLIFT
HARRY RANDOLPH
For County Jude.:
Subject to the voters,In the Democratic
Primary.
CLYDE 0. WOOD
Subject to the voters in the Republican
A. F. HANSERRY

For County Attorney....
r Harvey Moore, who plaked49.1,j,,t.t.,
the voters in the Derfiocratic
•
baseball longer on Princeton Primary
it0V. OLAUSCINIt R. RAKER
town teams than anybody else
and whose interest in baseball Subject For County Court Clerk:
to the voters In the Democratle
never lags, is our candidate for Primary.
umpire of future softball conPHILIP STEVENS
THOIL W. MeCONNELL
tests. Harvey got downright
For Circuit Court Clerks
provoked about several players
Subject
trying to bunt and kept holler- Primary.to the voters in the Democratic
LEONA TRADER
ing bunts were illegal . . . but
For Jailor:
was merely mistaken in the
Subject to the voters of the Democratic
intent of the batters, who were Primary:
D. IL MURPHY
doing their best to hit long ones
.1. MAPIVIN SATTERFIELD
and succeeded in feeble taps.
Subject to the voters in the Republican

Some feminine Rotary fans
took the Xiwanis runaway in
the
early stages of the game rather
to heart ... and one.almost wore

Dot Pegrotsky out with tiatut)e
tape over the head, using
and1,74e

Primary.
J. LUTHER SIGLER
For County Tex Cemmitielesseet
Subject to the voters of the Demodratie
Primary;
MOO. -A. J. LARKINS
FLOYD YOUNG

Pie alaaletratei
ttf
.set
..to the voters th the Democratic
t'
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TOM WALLACE, for fifteen
his roots deep in the soil of years editor of THE LOUISVILLE TIMES, has
was born at Hurricane and Kentucky. A fifth generation Kentuckian, he
moved to Shelby County when he was a boyStill a farm-dweller, at Prospec
t, he gets up each morning at 5:00, personally
tends his poultry flock, confers
with his tenants and brings the milk from
his Jersey herd into town.
By 8:30 he is at his desk starting his prodigious
output of editorials and articles
.
Wallace started out as a bookke
eper but quickly realized that his interest
lay in the news world. In
later he joined The Courier1900 he began his career at The Times. Five years
-Journal as editorial writer and drama critic
under "Marse Henry" Watters
editorial staff. In 1930 Timeson. In 1923 he was made chief of The Times
eclitor.
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Concerned with conservation
championed by speech and since he was twelve, Wallace has
;lateral resources. Almost editorial the preservation of our
to save Cumberland Falls single-handed for a time, he fought
for the state, which won him the
Pugsley Silver Medal. The
Award is named in his honor.annual TosimiliWallace Forestry
A world-traveler, he has
for the past few years.- pointed his
trips toward South Americ
keen, sympathetic articles a, especially Mexico ... writing
south of the border. This month he
flew to Caracas for a
g of the Inter-Ameri
Association of which hemeetin
is U. S. vice president. can Press
The Wallaees have two
children, a daughter, Mrs. Leo Handel whose son
Tommy is named after his
,
grandfather; and a son, Henry, an officer
Merchant Marine, somewhere
in the
in the South Pacific.
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60 Gridders Report
For U. K. Summer Drill

County Agent's AAA News
Column

Approximately 60 football
oes representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
Tentative instructions have
ce of Princeton and Caldwell county
deuttoP the popula
almost men reported for summer grid
been received for administration
recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice- practice at the Univers
of those years will be published as a regular Leader
ity of
of the beef production program
e The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, Kentucky, at the opening of the
in Kentucky, according to M. C.
By J. F. Graham
1945 Summer Quarter. Under
after the turn of the centr, wrote them.
Butler, acting chairman' of the
the leadership of B. A. Shiveton Ky. Feb. 10, 191 , Louisville tomorrow to attend ly, named
The Mexican Bean Beetle is Kentucky AAA Committee.
head
coach
this
spring
The Program provides for a
Elizabeth Hargrave, who the Alumni meeting of Louis- upon
resignation of A. D. Kir- perhaps the most destructive fit- payment
ville Dental College. He will
to cattle feeder s
• a visiting her daughter,
al- wan, the .men went through a sect we have affecting beans. In
through sight drafts issued by
A. j. Hollingsworth since so attend the forty-fifth annual long and not-too-easy
many
cases
they
comple
tely
workou
de- county AAA committees of
t
ma& will leave Saturday meeting of the Kentucky State on the first day
50
of summer stroy beans if proper steps are cents a hundred on all
opkinsville, to visit rel- Dental Association which con- practic
cattle
e.
not
made
to
control
them.
The
eold
venes
after
in
May
and
days,
from
18,
Louisvi
1945,
lle
few
at
the
next
week for
for a
College of Agriculture states minimum
price for good or
Morse, Lonnie Holeman, Brady
she will go to Nashville a four days' session.
that:
choice grades in the zone of
daught
•
er.
Sigler,
•
•
her
Allison
to
Young, Bird
visit
"The
control
of
beetles
bean
sale and slaughtered, by a legal• • •
Princeton, Ky. March --10, 1914. Givens, Clyde Caraway, Andy is not difficult if the recomm
end- ly authorized slaughterer withceton, Ky. Feb. 10, 1914. Mrs. Henry Hale, Jr., of May- Board and Clyde Leech. All re- ed treatments are thoro
and
in 30 days after date of sale. If
Catlett, bill clerk of the field, is with her mother, Mrs. port a nice time.
timely. A spray or dust should sold in
Kentucky, the minimum
Senate, came down from Laura Landrum, who is conbe used as soon as the first price is $14.40 a
hundredweight.
Princeton, Ky. March 13, 1914. beetles or their eggs are
ort and spent Saturday valescing from an attack of
found.
A feeder other than a feeded, fever.
Mrs. J. E. Griffin is in receipt A second application
unday with his family.
of
the
slaught
erer in applying for pay• • •
of a beautiful deer skin rug, sent poison should always
be made ment is required to present sales
ceton, Ky. Feb. 17, 1914.
Princeton, Ky. The pa'rty to her as a present by Mrs. Nan- 7 to 10 days after the first and receipts, invoices, scale
tickets,
nie Mahan. The deer was killed additional ones as needed
Lola White left yesterday given by Mr.
. Very or other written evidence from
and Mrs. Alvin near
Blytheville, Ark., Mrs. often 3 or 4 sprayings are necesan extended visit to her Hobby on Tuesda
the
buyer
y
‘o verify (1) the date
, Mrs. E. H. McCann, at Brierfield comm night in the Mahan's home. Mrs. Griffin sary but usually 2 thoro appli- of
sale, (2) the name of buyer,
unity was
Girardeau, Mo. She will alcations are sufficient. Whether (3) the point
largely attended. Those present prizes the gift very highly.
of sale, (4) the
• • •
it Miss Pauline Watkins, of were: Mr. and Mrs.
a spray or dust is used, the number of head,
Charlie
(5) the total
poison
r. Mo., and friends in St. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
should
be
placed
Prince
on
ton,
the
Ky
livewei
March
5, 1918.
ght, (6) the price receivEverett
before she returns home. Jones, Mr.
under
sides
of
the
leaves
where
ed,
George
and
and
Loyd,
Mrs.
(7)
Fredonia, who
J. S. Franks,
the name of the legal• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dow Morse; Misses holds a clerk's place in the War the beetles feed. This is very im- ly authorized slaughterer to
portant and requires the use of whom deliver
ceton, Ky. Feb. 24, 19144. Man Franks, Ellen
ed.
Calvert, Department, was in the city
dusters or spraVers with upClara Mae Smith and Emma Hobbff, Ella
In addition, the feeder will be
Board, Ettie Sunday, enroute to Washington
turned nozzles. Several spray required to certify
Eldred went to Louis- Sheridan, 011ie
Hobby, Fanny after spending
four days with materials have given good con- owned the animal that he has
Sunda y to attend the Calvert, Emma Franks
s for the 30, Ethel his folks.
Messrs. Paul Cox, trol when used according to day period immediately
rewski Concert Monday Leech, Emma Morse, Grace
prior to
Cal. They were accompanied vert, Estella Board, Nellie Herman Lowery, Herman Her- directions. The following are, date of sale, and that no beef
rs. M. R. KeVil. •
Keplinger; Messrs. Teddy Cole- rod, William C. Loyd, Malcolm recommended for 100 feet of row: production payment has been
Derris, or Cube, root (ground, made on any of the
• • •
man, Leslie Bright, Randolph Lowery, Byrd M. Guess and
animals on
ceton, Ky. March 8, 1914. Brown, Gid Morse, Jeffie Asher, Henry Talley, of Fredonia, ac- undiluted, containing 4 percent which payment is claimed.
roteno
ne), 3 level tablespoons,
Feeders may file applications
Power Wolfe will go to Marion Roberts, Bunk and Lem companied him to this city.
water, 1 gallon; or Magnesium for beg production
arsenate, 6 level tablespoons, soon As forms are payment as
available in
Kayso or flour, 6 level table- the AAA office.
Applications for
spoons, water, 1 gallon; or Cal- payment on sales
from May 19
cium arsenate, 4 level table- through June 30
must be filed
spoons, Bordeaux mixture (4-8- by August 31.
For sales after
100), 1 gallon.
June 30, until the offer has been
To prepare these sprays, wet withdrawn, applica
tions must be
solid ingredients thoroly with a filed within 60
days from date
small quantity of water and of sale.
wash the mixture thru • a fine
strainer or cheese-cloth into the
Brenner Pass is the lowest and
bulk of the water in the spray one of the most freque
nted passtank.
All
sprays,
especia
lly when es across the Alps.
Men's heavy weight
applied with small hand equipsatin trunks. 28-40.
ment, should be kept well
It is believed that the card
agitated during the spraying
Boys' wool trunks.
game of bridge originated in
operati
on
to
preven
t burning.
Built-in support. 8-16.
Greece.
As a rule, dusts are slightly
less effective than spr a y s.
Air Cooled
Should dusts be used, the following are recommended for 100
feet of row:
Calcium arsenate, 21
/
2 level
tablespoons, Sulfur, 2 level
tablespoons, Hydrated lime, 12
level tablespoons; or Rotenone
dust - Ground derris root (containing 4 percent rotenone), 2/
1
2
level tablespoons, Talc, 8 level
tablespoons, Sul f ur (finely
ground), 5 level tablespoons.
Rotenone dust prepared according to these formulas gives
a finished product containing
approximately .75 percent
rotenone. The ready-mixed commercial dusts will be more satisfactory for the small garden,
since mixing the ingredients is
difficult and often unsatisfactory
with the dusts are prepared at
home. The ingredients of these
dusts should be well mixed and
applied at the rate of approximately 20 pounds per acre or 1/4
pound to 100 feet of row.
-Since rotenone is not injurious
to health, its use is recommended, especially when spraying or
dusting beans in the pod stage.
A WOMAN
Calcium arsenate and magne- WITH
sium arsenate leave poisonous
STRANGE
residues on the plants and their NEuROTIC
use should be discontinued after
DESIRES
the pods begin to form. Snap TO DESTROY
beans sprayed or dusted with THOSE WHO
these materials should be wash- LOVE HER!
ed thoroly in at least three
changes of clear water betOre
HUNT STROMBEI18
they are sold, canned, or prepared for the table."

J

Pope Three
Delightfully Cool And Comfortable!

IVtSun-Mon-Tues

3 - Glorious Days - 3

•••

version of
Ernest Hemingwa

world-famous
novel, ,

CAPITOL

...the heat

WITS TOR ALL THE FAMILY

Girls' jacquard floral bengaline. 10-16.
Little Tots
Ribbed weave
Juvenile boys' zephyr
Wool trunks. 4-8.
• ••-•, k)

2 98
.59

Come the hot weather, and
the whole family can set out
for ,a long cool 'day in the
water and ocean breezes in
their gay Swimaway* suits!

PRY
1(k118t, Ph'4114011
Latset, 5,10:1

Yr

nniolq

..RALPH BELLAMY
ALINE MacIAARON • MO WARN&
SCOTT Marl • JEROME COWAN
ssss alsOONALS • IWO AIM
maw maaisi • um UM

AKIM TAMIROFt*ARTIORMICORIAVA
103_E1liCA1LEIA11iliATINAIMINOt
0011
1
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PLEASE NOTE THE SPECIAL SCREENING
SCHEDULE FOR THIS ATTRACTION!

SUNDAY
MON - TUES

theRouse
ANNE BAXTER

Salt Lake City — Here's one
firm that believes in keeping its
help.
At least Deseret News Old
Timers Club annual dinner, there
were five men with more than
50 years service, 11 with 40 to 50
years, 15 with 30 to 40 years and
36 with 20 to 30 years.

COOPER:#ERD_MAN
=iid:SAM

Guesiin

Record-Making
Employment

vont..

iNGRIB

DOORS OPEN at 12:45. FEATURES
start at 1:00 - 3:40 - 6:20 - 9:00
DOORS OPEN at 2:30 and 7:30
FEATURES start 3:00 and 8:00

3 DAYS! Starts

WEDNESDAY, June 27

Directed by JOHN WHOA
Released thru United Artists

Beg. U. S. Pst rus

no

Added!...
"STAGE DOOR CARTOON"
"FLICKER FLASH BACKS"

SATURDAY
in Tune with June!
E TIMES, has
entuckian, he
he was a bOY.
5:00, personal''
the milk from
prodigious
his interest
es. Five years
drama critic
of The Times.
cc has
of our
fought
m the
restrY

Sprightly, Flower-Bright

COTTON
PRINTS
$244
Sudsable cotton frocks
that
ellrnipate washtub-worry, are
always neat and clean and

Perky when you want to look
ted his
Writing
.1. th he
Press

el, whose son
officer in the

ACTION
' ON THE
RANGER
TRAIL!

Your nicest! White spiced.

afALCRON#

Extral..
CAPTAIN
• AMERICA
—and—

4

Warner Bros. Featurette

•

PLEDGE TO
BATAAN
—and—

Color Cartoon

"SOUP TO NUTS"

DOLORES iAORAN • ALLYN JOSLYN •REGINALD GARDINER • GUY UWE• JOHN ALEXANDER
%, RAOUL WALSH

la.kr s

.% onessoveormas

siadabaltSataalsas.s.
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Pon Loan Assn.
Declares Dividend
Directors Vote Purchase Of $15,000 In
7th War Loan Bonds

Sugar Shortage Cuts
Output Of Coca-Colo
The supply of Coca-Cola in
Princeton definitely will be affected by the-further curtaii.ment in the supply of sugar after July 1, because the manufacturer of that popular drink will
not comtiromise with the use of
substitutes.
An equitable system of ration•
ing will be maintained in Princeton however during the shortage, according to T. E. Overshiner, president of the Bottling
Company distributing here.
The OPA announced the allotment of sugar to industrial
users would be cut to 50% of
that used in the third quarter of
1941, effective July 1.

Directors of the Princeton Federal Savings and Loan Association at their regular monthly
meeting last Friday night declared the usual annual dividend
/
2 percent, to be paid to all
of 31
shareholders of record June 30,
1945.
The dividend distribution will
approximate $7,000 in cash, in addition to crediting to various
savings accounts more than $!,000. The directors voted to purchase $15,000 worth of 7th War Through Soloing
(fly Associated Press)
Loan securities, bringing War
London - Robert Irving of
Bond holdings of the association
Winchester, pianoforte sol o is t
in excess of $200,000.
The following attended the with the London String Players
meeting: Dr. W. L. Cash. presi- before the war, now is flying a
dent; C. M. Wood, secretary- four-engined Liberator bomber
treasurer; Mrs. C. M. Wood, as- hunting U-boats in the Atlantic.
sistant secretary.treasurer; Dr. His nickname: "The flying symB. L. Keeney, H. W. Blades, phony conductor."
Frank G. Wood, J. L. Poole, directors.
Production of baby carriages,
totaled 1,636,000 units, an inAt present, approximately 80 crease of 32 per cent over that
per cent of all tooth brushes are strollers, and walkers in 1944
made from nylon bristles.
of 1943.

'IKE' GETS MEDAL FROM PRESIDENT TRUMAN-Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower (right) receives the distinguished service
medal from President Harry Truman (center) in a ceremony on
the White House south grounds Monday, while Mrs. Eisenhower
looks on at left. (AP Wirephoto)

Brown & White

3.95

For the activity in
your life here are your
favorite brown and white
saddles ...of white pigskin
with calf saddles. "NO-MARK"
RUBBER SOLES.

Princeton Shoe Co.
Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray

SUGAR SHORTAGE!
Cuts Coca-Cola
Allotment
The supply of Coca-Cola in Hopkinsville
definitely will be affected by the further curtailmen
t
in the supply of sugar after July 1st ecause
we
will not compromise with the use of substitutes
.
However, an equitable system of rationing will be
maintained in Princeton during the shortage.
The OPA announced today that the allotment
of
sugar to industrial users would be cut to 50%
of
the sugar used in the third quarter of 1941,
effective July 1st.
This sugar shortage is world-wide and not
merely national and is directly attributed
to the confusion in the production and distribution of
sugar
occasioned by the war.
Sugar is absolutely necessary in the
manufacture
of Coca-Cola. We cannot and will not
use sweetening substitutes, and therefore will not
compromise with the integrity of Coca-.Cola.
Therefore, when sugar is short, there must be
a shortage in the amount of Coca-Cola, but
you can be
certain that the quality of Coca-Cola will
remain
unchanged.
Our company is committed to play fair with
our
government and obey its regulations in both
letter and spirit; to maintain the quality
of our
drink and to maintain an equitable distributio
n
system to serve all our customers equally
and
that we will do.
We still have a was to win and that comes
first,
but we will attempt still to get you. all of
the
Coca-Cola that is poiaible and what we have
be available to all. We only ask that if your will
dealer does not have Coca-Cola available On
, you seek it, mit him another day becausethe day
we
I keep our distribution up on a regular basis will
al-•
though the supply will be curtailed.

Coca-Cola Bottling Company
(Incorporated)

OF HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Phone 235

28-Day Meet At West
Kentucky Track To
Start August 2

See Opportunities
In Supplying Soil
Building Material

Chain Stores Help
With Bond Quotas

Frankfort, June 20-The Western` Kentucky Gas Company's
plea for a hearing before the public Service Commission on its
rate increase petition was granted by the Court of Appeals Tuesday.
The commission in 1943, citing
then President Roosevelt's order
to "hold the line" against inflation, refused to consider the plea
of the concern which serves some
3,700 customers in 27 communities in the western part of the
State.
OPA and four of the larger
towns served, Greenville, Madisonville, Munfordville, PrinceSome species of insects, includton, intervened against the pro- ing a number of butterflies, have
posed raises. Franklin Circuit taste organs in their legs.
Court upheld the commission's
ruling that while the company's
showing might in normal times
entitle it to consideration, that
in war time everything leading
to inflation should be prohibited.
In appealing its case, the company declared the commission's
act amounted to confiscation of
its property. It claimed its operating property was worth $325,396 and that its rates, which differ in various communities,
brought in an annual income of
only 1.3 percent, and asked increases to raise that to 6.5 percent. It claimed that would mean
an average increase of only $4.23
a year per customer.
White Wrought Iron Tables with gay
The Court of Appeals, reversing the lower court, declared it
tile tops. For porch or sun room.
appreciated that "of all consequences of war, except for
$9.00 and $18.00
human slaughter, inflation is the
most destructive," but quoted the
Royal Cauldon English China Dessert
United States Supreme Court in
Plates, hunting scene. Decoration in
a similar case and declared the
black and white. Six different scenes
company had a right to a hearing
on the merits of its case.
to the dozen.

Aid a. Nate

TG 2/aivi epitome

There will be a large increase
in the use of fertilizing and liming materials in Kentucky, if
farmers take advantage of the
possibilities for improving their
land, it is stated in the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture circular, "Opportunities in Kentucky Agriculture."
It is estimated that about 3,000,000 acres of Kentucky cropland have had a basic application of liming materials and 2,- My, What Big Teath!
WY Associated Preen)
000,000 acres do not need liming.
Chicago - An inquiring reThe remaining 8,000,000 acres
suited to crops would therefore porter put this question to six
require 16,000,000 tons of ground girl dancers at a night club: "Do
limestone for a basic applica- you prefer men with a little
tion of two tons to the acre. wolf in them or the perfect genThereafter, about a ton to the tleman type?" The wolves won,
acre would be needed every five to one.
eight to 10 years, or about 1,Sugar, transformed into indus500,000 tons a year.
In 1944, county agents report- trial alcohol, is used extensively
ed that 54,270 farmers applied in the manufacture of explosives.
The dragonfly folds its six
to their land a total of 1,052,923
tons of ground limestone. The spine - fringed legs together to
circular adds: "It is evident that form a net when in flight.
to quarry, crush and spread the
amount of limestone needed offers a postwar opportunity for
local groups of farmers, county
a g r icu 1 tur al associations, or
private enterprise."
Full use of the land also
would require about three times
as much phosphorus as is now
being used, about 15 times as
much nitrogen and about 20
times as much potash.
"The manufacture, transportation and distribution of this additional fertilizer is in itself an
important postwar oppor,tuntiy,'"'
writers of the circular declare.

Owensboro, June 20-James C.
Ellis, president and general manager of the Dade Park Jockey
Club, has announced purses for
the twenty-second annual race
meeting of the Western Kentucky
racing establishment will be
boosted $100 this summer, making the minimum $800.
Plans are undesway for the
summer meeting, which
will
open Thursday, Aug. 2 for a
28-day season. The meeting will
close with the Labor Day program, Monday. Sept. 3. The first
three days will be for war relief.
Seven races will make up the
daily cards, with eight being
scheduled for Saturdays and
Labor Day.

(By Joe T. Lovett)
Kentucky counties, working to
meet their largest War Bond
quota since Pearl Harbor, are
getting substantial help from
chain stores. Practically all chain
store companies are now buying
their war bonds through their
local stores, or allocating their
purchases so that local quotas
get full credit for them.
Like their neighbors, locallyowned retailers down on 'Main
Street', they are also selling millions of dollars Forth of Wer
Bonds and Itafftpi to th&F
customers.
Ten chain store companies,
cooperating in the Kentucky
Chain Stores Council survey to Livestock Market
ascertain support given local
The livestock market was
communities on their War Bond
quotas, have brought through steady with sales a week ago on
their Kentucky stores - or al- the Prirweton Livestock Market
located purchases to the credit Monday, it was reported by
of the State, $585,000 worth of Dugan Oraway, manager. Baby
War Bonds to date in the 'Mighty beeves topped at $14; No.
1
Seventh'. Additiotnal purchases veals, $16.10 and hogs, $14.45.
All
will be made before the end of hogs, 120 pounds and up,
sold
the drive.
at ceiling prices.

Original Audubon Bird Prints in us.
usual frames. Also a collection of
Antique Gould Bird Prints.
$12.95 to $35.00
Musical Beer Mug. Handled white
pottery mug. Plays quaint tune when
mug is lifted. Very entertaining.

$15.00 dozen

$7.00

We are having daily shipments of lovely new merchandise. A recent shipment
from England included several unusual pieces of furniture.

afeedliost Ce
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These play suits and swim suits
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Silver, China, Crystal, Jewelry
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Put Them Out
In The Sun
TO BROWN

Horse Show!
The annual 4th of July Horse Show and
Races, formerly held at Church Hill, Kentucky,
will meet this year at Pembroke, Ky., 10 miles
east of Hopkinsville on Highway 41E, at the
Dave Mitchell Farm.
- Amateurs only to compete.
Classes for all types of saddle horses' and
ponies. Ponies to be ridden or driven by children.
The show begins at 10 A.M. - Races at 1
P.M.
Show classes are as follows: Mares and
colts (saddle or harness bred) only colts to be
judged at halter. Plantation doss (fox trot).
Tennessee Walking Class (walk running walk
and canter). Five gaited class (walk, trot slow
gait, rack and canter). Model Horse (under
halter). Ladies' and Gentlemen's riding rings
(only riding to be judged). Grand Champion
ship (only winners of first and second prizes to
compete).
Speed rings are as follows: Green Trot,
Green Pace,.Free For All, Trot of Pace.
You are invited to spend the holiday with
us. If you have a saddle horse of pony to show
or harness horses to race please, notify John
T.
Johnson, 2011 S. Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.,
of
your entries' naming class, horse, rider or
driver
in each event.
Barbecue dinner and cold drinks will
be
served on the giounds. lots of shade and
plenty
of parking space for all.
The management will not be responsib
le
in case of theft or accidents.
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(Continued from page One)
heavy hitting third baseman for
the Old Men, came through with
a smashing homer into the right
field bleachers for the other top
play.
J. B. Lester was very expert
while playing left-field but missed two grounders when he moved in to shortstop, so less efficient performers felt better.
Rotary counted twice in the
fourth and twice more in the
sixth, and seventh innings, after
Kiwanis has used up the best of
the Old Men and had subs in
most positions. This encouraged
the losers to issue a challenge
for a return engagement later
in the season and there was
tentative acceptance by the Old
Men, with their tongues hanging
out.
Three cotton-growing tia
Condition of the "diamond"
was such as to add to the Arizona, Florida, and g
spectators' enjoyment, tho not to Mexico-have no cotton
the players' performance. High ning mills.

Payment of a $1,000 funding
bond and semi-annual interest
charges of $400 was reported at
Monday's Council session, reducing the City's funding bond
indebtedness to $19,000, an official said.
In addition to the funding bond
indebtedness, the City also has
$59,000 worth of non-callable
waterworks bonds, upon which
interest becomes due July 1.
Tax books for the current
year were reported ready for
the collector and 2 percent discount will be allowed on taxes
paid by July 20. Mayor Cash
and Councilmen Blackburn, Lacey, Hammonds, Morgan, Mrs.
Quinn attended the session.

Court Of Appeals
Gives Utility Serving
Princeton Re-Trial

Dade Park Will
Increase Purses
GENUINE
If4THER

Kiwanis Old Men

Gas Co. Granted 'City Tax Books
New Rate.Hearing for Year Ready

dish fish
with a
and garlic

plenty

sun catching and plenty sturdy. They're
plently washable, too. Little boys and girls
really go for pretty, comfortable wearables
such as these.

Swim Trunks

Play Suits

Little boys go for them. Sizes
2 to 6x.

$1.99

Favorites with little girls
Fashioned of cotton prints. Sizes
4, 5 and 6.

$2.51

Swim Suits
. . . for little girls. With
without skirts. Sizes 2 to 6.

$1.99 and
$2.99

or

Sun Suits
Suspender model for boys and
girls. Small, medium and large
sizes.

$1.67
Children's Gowns
. . just received. Exquisitely

made of cotton sheer,
and
batiste. Eyelet trim. Sizes
2 to 6.

$2.99 and $3.99

foof $

Hopkinsville
Ky.
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Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
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ray - Smith

Seymour - Waide

Gray,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude E.
Rock, Ark., anLittle
orth
ance the engagement of their
Lighter, Dorothy Marie, to the
Princeton, son
v. A. D. Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Smith, CalRrtevC.itY•
Smith is pastor of
Presbyterian
Cumberland
arch. Miss Gray is a former
dent of Bethel College, Mcosie, Tenn.
The wedding will take place
North Little Rock Sunday
ernoon, June 24, at 3 oclock, at
Cumberland Presbyte:ian
arch.

The marriage of Virginia Dare
Seymour, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hervey Seymour, Provi'Miss Imogene Hollowell, Chidence, and Pvt. Cecil H. Waide,
cago, is visiting relatives here.
• • •
Wt. Sill, Okla., son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Waide, Shady Grove,
Mr. and Mrs. James Harvey
took place Tuesday, June 12, at
Barnes, Detroit, Mich., are visit2 o'clock in the home of Rev. W.
ing her grandmother, Mrs. S. T.
E. Sins, Madisonville. The double
Moore, N. Harrison street, and
ring ceremony was used.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Stallins and
Attending the wedding were
family, Madisonville street. Mrs.
Miss Marcia Yarbrough, Clyde
Barnes is the former Rosemary
Towery, Mrs. W. E. Siria and
McNeeley.
Mary Edith Seymour, sister of
• • •
the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Willaim Pickering
A dinner was given in honor
were in Louisville Sunday where
of the couple at the home of
they accompanied their daughter,
the bridegroom following the
Joanne, Sarah Delia Cunningham
ceremony, attended by members
and Mary Leta Hamby, who
llobaugh - Slevin
of the immediate family.
were enroute to Richmond to
In the rectory of St. Joseph
attend Stephen Foster Music
tholic Church. Huntingdon W.
Camp.
., Miss Anne Hollobaugh, be- Ladd - Satterfield
• • •
The marriage of Miss Virginia
the bride of Sgt. A. M.
Miss Elsie Dunn, FSA emvin, Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs. Ladd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Al Thomas Page has ac- ploye, spent last week-end with
M. Slavin, of Dallas, Tex. The William Ladd, Franklin street,
Rev. Monsignor James F. and Mr. George Felix (Buddy) cepted the position as manager her parents in Smithland.
• • •
wcomb read the ceremony at Satterfield, son of Mr. and Mrs for the new Arnold Shoppe, to
Mrs. J. D. Alexander and child0 A. M., May 25, in the pres- S. J. Satterfield, Morgan Avenue, be opened here July 15, with
took place Sunday afternoon, Miss Juanita Wilson as assistant, ren, Jane and David, are visiting
of relatives and friends.
he bride wore a white linen June 17, at 4:30 o'clock at the Miss Sarah Meyers, owner, Hop- her parents in Dothan, Ala.
• • •
On July 11, tricycling Forrest
with a lace insertion and First Baptist Church, with the kinsville, has announced. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Frenc (Nubbins) Hoffman will be four
ite aCeftsor103'."— Her flowers Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, officiating, Page is former manager of the
Store here. Miss and children, of Evansville, form- years old,. Last fall he was ill
re white roses and stephanotis. using the double ring ceremony. Federated
The church had been beautiful- Meyers said she planned to have er residents, are spending this and his life was despaired of,
r only attendant was Miss
e Byrne Harwood, of Hunt- ly decorated by Miss Hattie a local personnel and expected week here. Mr. French is relief but an operation put him on the
don. Dr. James R. Blass, Hunt- Louise Cash and Miss Virginia this store to be one of the most manager for Interstate Finance comeback trial. The tricycle is
don, uncle of the bride, served McCaslin. White flowers, ivy and modern stores in Western Ken- Co., and is replacing Mrs. Anna one of the gifts that he received
at his pre-Christmas party last
best man.
fern, and white candles provided tucky for ladies' apparel. The Mae Nesmith, who is ill at her
Nov. 19. (AP Wirephoto)
store is located on Main street, home on Dawson Highway.
rs. Slevin is the daughter of the setting for the ceremony.
• • •
. B. C. Hollobaugh, Logan, W.
The bride wore a navy blue next door to the Farmers
Islands.
Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky is in May, and Mrs. H. W. Claiborne, suit with a white blouse, and National Bank, and is being re• • •
decorated with modern equip- field, where she is visiting her
'IS, Tex., and is a graduate navy accessories.
Her corsage
Mrs. Paul Greisch, the former
brother, Joe Finkel and family.
North Dallas High School. was of Ozhite gardenias. Mrs ment.
Jodelle Brannock, and little son,
• • •
husband was graduated Burhl Hollowell,
Jimmy, returned to their home
of
• St. Anthony High School honor, wore powderrnatorn
Miss
Joyce Remley, Crawfords- in Louisville Saturday after
blue and
a
Beaumont, Tex., and served her corsage was
ville,
Ind.,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. visit with Mrs. J. R. Catlett and
of briarcliff
Miss
Air
Forces
W.
Army
Cash
L.
in
the
Granstaff, S. Seminary family, S. Seminary street,
the
Hostess
roses. Mr. Burhl Hollowell, uncle
and
strTet.
opean theatre for two Srears. of the bride, was Mr. Satterfield's To
Mrs. S. 0. Catlett and family,
Bridge
Club
•
•
•
stationed
in
Wilmingnow
is
best man.
Hopkinsville street. Mrs. Greisch
Miss Hattie Louise Cash was
Misses Mildred Smith and
0., where the couple will reMr. Rumsey Taylor and Miss hostess to members of her
bridge Laura Katherine McGough, is the daughter of Mrs. R. R.
Virginia McCaslin sang a duet, club Thursday night, June
14, at Evansville, spent last week-end Poston, Louisville.
bride was a resident of "I Love You Truly," accompanied
• • •
her home on S. Jefferson street.
here with their parents. They
ceton for 10 years, and her by Mrs. Bernice McCaslin
Davis, Members present were Mesdames
Mrs. Cordis Womack and lit—
were accompanied on their reer is the former Margaret who played nuptial music
tle son, of Cleveland, Tenn., are
Gordon Lisanby, Alton TempleLowey.
throughout the ceremony. Joe ton, Everett Cherry, Al Thomas turn to Evansville by Miss Wan- visiting her parents, Dr. and
da
Smith.
Weeks and Ralph McContelt Page and Robert Morse;
Mrs. J. M. Moore, N. Jefferson
and
• • •
served as ushers.
s. Adams Hostess
street.
Misses Dixie Lois Jacob and
Mrs. J. R. McCarty left WedThe bride is a graduate of Hattie Louise Cash. Miss Atha
• • •
So-Sew Club
nesday for Mount Sterling, where
Butler High School and has been Stallings was a visitor.
Laughlin
Boyd
spent last week. Earl Adams was hostess an employe of Koltinsky's Groshe will visit her parents for
end in New Orleans with his
two weeks.
mbers of the So-Sew Club cery several years. Mr. Satterbrother, Milton Boyd, USN.
• • •
Golden Wedding
er home on Highland Avenue field is also a graduate of
• • •
ay night, June 19. Present High School, and is an employe
s( Dr. Elwood Cook, Monroe, La.,
Observanc
e June 26
Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Morgan,
Mesdames Howard MeCon- of Russell's Grocery.
spent last week-end with his
Art informal open house will parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paducah, spent several days here
Nancy Darnell, Frank WilFollowing the wedding, Mr.
last week with her parents, Mr.
Robert Parsley, John Stine- and Mrs. Burhl Hollowell gave be held at the home of Judge Cook, Madisonville street.
and Mrs. Roy Rowland, Marion
h, Samuel Jones and Clyde a reception for the couple at and Mrs. W. W. Childress, Eagle
• • •
Road.
heval. The hostess served a their home on Madisonville street, Tuesday, June 26, celeMiss
Sarah
Goodwin
has
re• • [st
plate. The next meeting street. Miss Imogene Hollowell, brating their fiftieth wedding turned from Lexington where
Miss Betty Cook, Indianapolis,
be held at the home of Mrs. Chicago, neice of the bride, anniversary. Friends of the fami- she recently received her degree
ly are invited to attend between
Ind., is visiting her prents, Mr.
ard McConnell, Madisonville poured tea.
in Commerce. She is spending
the hours of 3 and 6 o'clock.
and Mrs. Ed Cook, Cave street
After a wedding trip to Nash'the summer months with her
She has been attending the Univille and other points in Tennesparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
versity of St. Louis, and will
p dish fish pies are good see and Kentucky, the couple Lieut: George Greer
Goodwin, Hopkinsville street.
leave here for Asheville, N. C.,
ned with a little chili pow- will return this week-end to the Visiting Parents Here
• • •
where she will be employed as
and garlic salt.
First Lieut. George Greer,
Kirk Apts. on Green street,
Mrs. Al Thomas Page left Wed- a laboratory technician.
member of the Eighth Army Air nesday for Camp Livingston,
• • •
La.,
Force, who has been serving where she will spend
ten days
Mrs. A. B. Patterson and sons,
overseas the last several months with Private Page, who
is sta- Donald and Billy, Kirkwood, Mo.,
in the European Theater, has re- tioned in the Army there.
are visiting her parent, Mr. and
turned to the United States and
• • •
Mrs. W. W. Childr4s, Eagle
is on leave visiting his parents,
Mrs. Ed McLin has returned street.
Mr. and Mrs. Herndon Greer, S.
• • •
from Oakland, Calif., where she
Jefferson street.
Mrs. Hewlett McGregor, Memspent a month with her sister,
• • •
Mrs. C. K. Lide. She was ac- phis, Tenn., visited relatives here
Sgt. James 'Don" McCaslin companied
by Mrs. Lide and Miss last Thursday.
Home From Overseas
• • •
Florence Nabb, the latter who
Sgt. James "Don" McCaslin, will remain in Oakland for an 'Mrs. Pete Jones and son, Juswho has been overseas in the indefinite stay. Enroute to Cali- top Wayne, Akron, 0., are the
European Theater the last two fornia, they visited points of in- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robbie
years, has returned to the United terest including Salt Lake City. Dunn, Eddyville, and friends
States and is on furlough visit- Mrs. Lide is in California to be here.
• • •
ing his wife, the former Lucille with her son, Lieut. C. K. Lide,
Gray, and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jr., USN, pilot who is now on
Mrs. W. D. Goodloe, Calhoun,
J. It McCaslin, Mechanic street a mission in the South Pacific spent several days with relatives

here last week.
• • •
Mrs. Dave Jennings, Louisville, spent last Thursday and
Friday here.

Sgt. Harold H. Gates
Awarded Bronze Star
For meraorious achievement
in North Africa, Italy, France
and Germany during the period
of March 28, 1943 to May 7, 1945,
M/Sgt. Harold H. Gates, son of
Mrs. John C. Gates, Washington street, has been awarded the Bronze Star Medal.
During the Tunisian campaign,
M/Sgt. Gates was instrumental
in establishing the first radio
relay station on Mount Toukra,
Algeria.

Al The Churches

The Leader
Congratulates

OGDEN MEMORIAL •
METHODIST CHURCH
Sgt. and Mrs. L. D. Pickens,
E. S. Denton, Pastor
Shepardson street, on the birth
9:45 A. M. Sunday School,
of a daughter, June 19, at Harry Long, Supt.
Princeton hospital.
14:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
6:30 P. M. Youth Fellowship
service.
Dictators Deaths Bring
7:30 P. M. Evening service.

A Close Shave
(By Aseociated Brow)

"protest against the barbarism of
the Nazis" but was too old to
fight.
The beard was the result. Now
that the deaths of the two dictators have been announced
Oliveira has shaved again.

Salvador, State of Bahia —
Alvaro Moreira de Oliveira says
he lost a good friend when Mussolini and Hitler died—his beard.
Oliveira, a hospital attendant
whose anger rose as he saw the
victims of Nazi ship torpedoings
Try "two-toned" sandwiches
off the Brazilian coast in the by using a slice of white and a
dark days of 1942, wanted to slice of whole-wheat
bread.

sutler

Connie "Whites"... in maraeain ... have that
certain crisp look ... a piquant impudence
that's so very outstanding...the scalloped
sandal...the perfd pump and tailored spec
are three of her newest "white dreams."

Our new

dresses step into
the summer picture in a gala
mood. Brief sleeves .. . lovely, bright prints ... charmthese dresses
are

destined for a busy
future as stars of your play-

time, date-time wardrobe.

"
I 444

esIoise4 slack suit "Stampoder." Smartly cuffed
blouse ...ierkin and slacks in contrasting colors All of
54e e• a wonderful,washoble spun rayon.
945
VFW,'

We have just received a new shipment of dreves (sizes 11 to 42)children and misses. We have butcher linens, voiles,li-ayons, jerseys, twopiece dresses in seersuckers, chambrays. We also have a new shipment of
blouses, summer hats and purses.

This is a good time to buy your blankets. 100% and 25%
wool. Use our lay-away plan.

ONO*

•
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Tough Talk, Small Size
(13Y Anisoclated Prom)

1,000 Marriages
Enough For Justice
AILSOCUltetl /Teal)

Boise, Idaho — Three hundred
more marriages and justice of
the peace R. W. Adams will be
ready to retire.
Celebrating his 77th birthday
anniversary along with the performance el his 701st wedding he
said his goal was 1,000 marriages
before he relinquishes his job as
justice.

Bogota — Colombian little
boys are learning English from
the Movies — gangster English.
Playing "cops and robbers" in
the parks, they shrill out "stick
'em accent picked up from
talking films. Most of their
elders already know a little
English frail the same source:
usually "I love you" or "won't
you sit down?"

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and,
Horne Econonuce

SIBERIA
RUSSIA

Notice

SAKHALIN
i
KRAFNTO
A
;
i
.„„s•
".
e

MONGOL IA

HOKKAIDO
All gardens are victory gardens in that they contribute to
JAPAN
the nation's total food, but this
particularly to
Tokyo
is addressed
CHINA
those who cannot have gardens
sok*
large enough to grow all the
El
rustiv
Beer, in the Middle Ages, was vegetables their families need.
The 14 cotton-growing states
Chungking
But gardens as small as even
INAWA
have 737 cotton-spinning mills. the chief drink for breakfast.
200 feet have possibilities well
"•Ab.
worth-while.
.:1•1 1°
1 VI
INSO
."
,ORMOSA
By far the greatest shortage
Hong
canned
will
winter
in
be
next
_Rangoon
Kong
LISTEN TO LISA stecio..2bLuE NETWORK... EVERY MONDAY
MARIANAS
tomatoes. Because tomatoes are
INDO...tc
SAIPAN.;
PHIL IPPINES
t
among the vegetables most
THAILAND CHINA
yAp‘0•GtUAI
easily grown a garden of toma;
RA uK
to plants is certainly worth con®J. kcitM
sidering. And, the best of it is
•14:4) PALAU- t
3.•
there is still time. But, July 1
Tertelhi
P•
is the absolute deadline. This is
Singe
the way to make such a garden.
5005106
Alongside a property line,
SUMAe•Ti.R
b°
4,
2.
but not a hedg,e-row, lay off a
Balokcipan.ales
.
••: !.
strip 4 feet wide 50 feet long,
JAVA
'Y
e4
10ELEBES
200 square feet. Over this, evenee
ly broadcast 5 or 6 pounds of
.1202.°4111.
4"9S
fertilizer, 4-12-4 or 3-9-6, and
'AST INDifs
loop
spade it in. Finish with a hoe or
57•TUTI mttIS
ALIStRALIA
rake to make the seed bed fine.
•I !MAWR
Down the middle, stretch a
line and at 3-foot squares drop INCREASED NAVAL ACTIVITY IN PACIFIC—Increased naval
3 or 4 tomato seeds, (Bonny activity around Okinawa (1) was reported as ground forces movBest, Chalk's Jewell or Break ed to clean out the Jap pocket, while to the south unconfirmed
O'Day), cover 1/4 inch and then enemy broadcasts told of a naval bombardment of by-passed Truk
spread a handful of half-rotted (2) and of an Allied fleet approaching Balikpapan (3) on Borneo.
Troops of Gen. MacArthur's command consolidated holdings in
BOTANY. LANOLIN...Dry
lawn clippings, wetted down the Brunei Bay area and advanced
on Luzon in the Philippines
*num moult
well.
(4). Chinese troops continued attacks on the Jap corridor (5)
don takes its exit toe from the
When the seedlings come, re- teeth Indo-China.(AP Wirephoto May)
regular use of these fine beauty
move all but one and drive a 5foot stake beside it. There are
olds. Estra rich In lanolin, the
Notice
now 15 staked tomato plants, to
The Princeton City Board of
wonder ingredient that helps to
be pruned to 3 stems. If the
Education will receive bids on
maintain the oil balance so esseason is reasonably kind,
or before 4:00 P.M., Friday July
blooming should begin early in
sential for a lovely complexion.
29th, 1945, for the erection and
September and before frost 5
To refute statements by some construction of a Vocational
pounds of ripe fruit per plant
critics of price control that OPA Agricultural Workshop, to be
should be gathered. Translated
erected on the High School
into ration points on canned to- policies have worked general
(o.
Campus, Princeton, Ky. Plans
matoes, the ripe fruit accounts financial hardship on business,
and specifications may be had
for 1,200, but there should be al- Chester Bowles, OPA adminiupon request from C. A. Horn,
so 3 pounds of fruit per plant for strator, released a study of finanripening indoors. The last of the cial statements of 1,120 leading Secretary, Board of Education.
W.P.B. approval has been grapttomatoes should help make a American corporations. These
ed for this project. The successsalad for the Thanksgiving table. figures indicate that profits both
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
ful contractor will be required
But that is not all that such a before and after taxes in the
to carry adequate Compensation
garden would produce. In the first six months of 1944, with few
and Public Liability Insurance.
space about the staked tomato exceptions, continued far above
2t.
plants, kept clean of weeds all peacetime levels.
The study shows, says Mr.
the while, on August 1 broadcast /
1
2 ounce of Siberian kale or Bowles, that average profits, in- To Open With Prayer
kale and Seven Top greens, and dustry by industry, range from
Rockford, Ill. — The Winscratch in the seed with a rake. earnings, by a bare handful, only nebago County Liquor Control
slightly
in
excess
of
industries
Before frost has finally bitten
commission plans to open its
down everything, there shoqd pre-war profits, to earnings 10 monthly meetings with a prayer
and
12
times
what
was
realized
be easily fifteen 5-person servby a clergyman. Chairman Herings of fall greens, and at least by the industries before the war. man G. Nelson says: "In opening
Mr.
Bowles
also
disagrees
with
ball that. number of spring
our deliberations with prayer we
critics Who, while admitting that
greens in 1946.
are following the practice! of
corporate profits have increased,
state and national law-making
Mate
that
small
business
firms
The first Brown Swiss bull
bodies and the trend, accentuated
calf born in Casey county was have suffered. On the contrary, by President Truman in taking
he
points
out,
Department
of
sold when five months old by 0.
Commerce figgres show that office, to ask God for guidance
C. Tarter for $200.
in affairs of government."
profits of unincorporated manufacturing, wholesale, retail, and
service businesses almost doubl- Now Many Wear
ed between 1939 and 1944.
In addition, independents in
all retail trade fields accounted
With More Comfort
Now is the time to insure your tobacco
for as large a proportion of total
irAsTEirrn,
a pleaaant &manna more
against damage by wind and hail—
sales in 1944 as in 1939. In other acid) powder. bolds false teeth more
In mors commit anda tall
firml,y.JustTosprinkle
words, they held their own over fort.
liale FASTEETH
on your plates. No tummy. gooey. Pall,
this period.
Limits on Burley up to $300.00 per acre

P

GOLDNAMER'S

Tobacco
HAIL

INSURANCE!
Limits on Dark—up to $150.00 per acre
Rates
4%
This protection will not cost you any more
to insure now than if you wait until near harvesting time — Insure now and receive full value
for your money.

JOHN E.YOUNG
Insurance Agency

momminummumg
I DEPENDABLE
IINSURANCE
John E.P Young Atg, In What Spare Time?

'

(BY Associated Press)

hone
Prineetaa Ky.

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE
Benefit wonderfully from famoas
doctor's discovery that relieves
backache, run-down feeling doe
to excess acidity in the wine

People
everywhere
fire findingof innazing
relief frost
painful symptoms
irritation
cau•ed
by
coves* aciditybladder
In the
urine. DR. KILMER'S
SWAMP
ROOT
acts
fast
on
the
kidneys
to
ease
discomfort
by promoting the flow of uoln• This pur•
herbal
medicine Is espially
where
bladder
frritat osecdue towelcome
e of
acidity
Is
responsible
for "getting up
nights".
A carefully blended
comliblation
of
16
herbs,
roots.
vegetable..
balsam;
Dr.
Kilmer's
contains nothing harsh, is ob.
mired? non-habit forming. Just good Ingredients
that many people say have •
morvolous effect.
Send
for
free, ofprepeld
TODAY!
sample
Like thousands
others
you'll
be seglad
that
you did.A.,Send
-.a.
m
and
•ddre
to
Department
Kilmer
A
Co..
Inc.,
Roo
1266,
Stamford,
Conn.
Offer
limited.
Send
at
AU druggists soli Swamp Root.
11111111111111•1111111111111111111111

FALSE TEETH

taste or feeling.
(denture breath).

Pot

At its regular meeting June 4,
the Caldwell County Board of
Education authorized the sale of
Hollingsworth School House and
grounds by sealed bids. This
property is located four miles
South of Princeton-Eddyville
road, and contains one and onehalf acres, more or less.
The Caldwell County Board of
Education reserves the right to
reject any or all bids.
Bids must be in the office of
the Caldwell County Board of
Education on or before 10:00
A.M. July 2, 1944.
Floyd E. Jones, Chairman
Edward F. Blackburn, Sec.

MAKE

Checks Plate Odor
Olt FASTEZTH at

It's

Is
skit

PLAYTIME

ICE

er4
Visit our store for

A

recipes In

LOIIDOIMERRU
brand Homemade tor Cr•orn

Rayon Crepe, Print,
Seersucker and ging-

w.

aD

STABILIZER
IIINDONIMAIII- Iii MOWIRO, IAN ISAIMICII 5, CAM.

so have slacks and
slack suits in

these

materials.

Do you suffer
from MONTHLY

NERVOUS TERM
with Its

U

*oak, tiresl feelings ?

periodic disturbancer
makefunctional
you feel nervous,
tired, restless—

at such times—try this groat medic/Li,
—Lydia E. I:Inkhorn's Vegetable

Coin•
Pound to relieve such syrnptoccul.Taken
regularly—it helps build up resistance
against

such clistreas. Also a grant:
stomachic tonic.Foilow labeldirections.

Sula and Eliza Nall

444cotaeld,„e.,J mgrki

MANPOWER SHORTAGES MEAN THAT

All FARM MACHINERY
MUST BE KEPT IN BEST CONDITION!
Every small tool, every big machine must be working at maximum efficiency on your farm this year when highest production goals
must be met with the aid of fewer hands. Work your farm with all the
manpower saving machines and devices you have or can procure. Get repair work done as soon as illissible to prevent last minute jams for both
you and us. Your harvesting will be easier, more productive.
ELECTRIC and ACETYLENE WELDING
Carl Thomas is an expert in this work

CLAUDE ROBINSON
Phone 1274
Princeton, Ky.

ifopkinsville
Road

NEWEST

COMERS

Milady's Footwear!
Rationed

Unrationed

Sec...

NQW Available!

is...

W. W. Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannon

For Immediate
Delivery On

TRAIL - TRUCK!
7 Feet Long-4 Feet Wide--16 Inches Deep
Constructed of all metal throughout and equipped with heavy .duty springs the new Trail-Truck is
sturdy enough to haul any load. The deep bed is
built for a stock-rack addition. Patented safety-hitch
that can be attached to your car or tractor in a
minute's time.
Equipped with New U. S. Royal Tires and Tubes
this trail-truck requires no priority or certificate.
Priced at only 1195.00 Complete, you can pay
as little as one-third down and the rest in one year.

•

MONUMENTS

I had a salad made of
sliced oranges and our

SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Creamed Cottage
Cheese.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

Kidneys Must.
Work WellPor You To Feel Well

ovary day, 'I day. every
‘441
w 24
0.
1c, Onus
am
t.wato
areer
zzletg
b,
etbtlidia
. tiers filter
If mon* peed* oars aware ot Inn. the
kidneysai=o
ztan
ditly reozo
.,e
v sucr•
.Sal
Llama kturr
eatiaot Aria the ;;I:i
.ocol
WItkeitt
Is !sal*.
t
4otstgaljnaaaliz taw* would

BEESLEY BLDG.
PRINCETON, KY.

It was so good and so
refreshing I thought
I'd pass the suggestion on to you—especially because supplies

This patent pump is flattering as all get-out,
with its flat low, plain box toe for comfort.

Open toe monk Gore with cushiony
platform, this is neat — New Vinyl sole.

of citrus fruits aud
our delicious Cottage
Cheese are plentiful
and point-free. Call.
161 for home delivery.

ar. rtikidu
a i La
la•

iTseia
frequant urinenieso-rjOr
ir tapthat
aoasothing

Last Well Tire Rcbuilders
211 N. HARRISON
TEL. 559

LAST
NIGHT

DOAN,S PILLS

w Princeton
Creamery

ry

fancy styles. We al-

.

The.earliest form of bread was
prepared from* acor ns and
beechnuts.

the

mg,
oon,

ham — Tailored and

any drug store.

Chicago — A man of parts—
and many of them—is Gordon
Sherman. At 17, he's a top-flight
gymnast and student at the University of Chicago. He paints
with oils and draws with pen,
ink and crayon. He's a sculptor,
pianist and taxidermist. In his
spare time he built a bagpipe.
Plays it, too, in a band.

te
duct
of all

10 w
a
5. S
been
bly
ore

and home wear—in

At home—Any flavor—Delicious—Smooth
—No icst crystals —No•cooking —No re.
whipp;np —No scorrhod flavor —East,—
In•xponsiv• —20
•och IS< pkg.
Please send this od for free
sorn•
pie offer, or buy from your grocer.

f onkl
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k to
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playsuits for outings
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Business Better
Despite Control
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ark

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
“Where Voter

$ Have More Cents',
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vernor Favors
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t Trade
postwar Touris
Great
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Eyefull Of Darkness
(By Associated Yroas)

Pae
.
i=

Friendship News

Eye, Suffolk, England —
Eye,
known as "Black Eye" to
residents because many things
go
wrong there, is going to stay
the dark. The council can't in
a license to buy the necessaget
Is Seen As
ry
material to fit stree-lamps
Asset
State
for
a
dimout
.
Gov.
Fl•ankfort, June 12 —
announced today dicted national average,
nneon Willis
it will
favors a long range receive a revenue of approxi
heartily
e
develo
pment program mately $92,422,480 in the
first
ate Park
nducted under the supervis- year after the war, an average
expert park man with- increase of 34 percent. By
the
n of an
the Division of State Parks. third peacetime year it is estiwas
howeve
r,
mated 1.Zentucky can value its
e Governor,
out that the con- tourist travel at $108,286,040 ick to point
tutional limitation of salaries an increase of 57 percent.
employ
ment
of
man
a
Admittedly Kentucky has
'lilies
the caliber and experience never had a progressive long
ary to assure the State a range park program. Inquiries
tern of revenue producing pouring into Mr. Browning's
is which eventually would office indicate an awakening of
a prime source of State Kentuckians to the possibility
Such situations, he said, of turning its wealth of natural
,n worked out before and scenic advantages into a real
paying investment.
ty could be again.
The Kentucky Lake Park, in
ore the war, according to
s complied by Harold A. TVA's Gilbertsville Dam area,
ng, commissioner of con- near Eggner's Ferry, State offia, Kentucky's tourist cials point out, represents a
was worth $68,972,000 single development in which the
Jig figures, if the State State could well afford to invest
• an increase in tourist a necessary $250,000 for increasproportionate to the pre- ed gasoline tax alone.

There's a
lephone in the house

'KID SISTER' FOLLOWS BROTHER'S
is handed down the stairs at the danceWISH—Frances Newman
hall at Warner Robins
field near Macon, Ga., by S/Sgt.
William F. Angelos, of Denver,
Colo., on her eighteenth birthday.
Her
brother
, Sgt. James R.
(Bob) Newman had planned to make
her eighteenth birthday
dance something special, but he was
killed
Feb. 23 on Iwo Jima.
His buddies provided a partner, evenin
g gown, and orchids. (AP
Wirephoto.)

Per dise•refort id POISON
OAK.
11eZENA. Prtekly Heat, Sriabars. Itch.
tag Skin, Chigger or Mesquite bites,
Reale •r Jeeky Itch. Thee Sweaty
fret. A estillitg, *wilting tellers. Gat
II anywhere See er by mall Stall.

Good Water Is
Livestock Need

N THAT

INERY
DITION!
orking at maxiproduction goals
farm with all the
procure. Get reute jams for both
ctive.

Hopkinsville
Road

(By W. M. Cartwright)
Leslie Trusty has been quite
111 last few days.
Andrew Devine of Boyle counMost farmers finished setting
their tobacco crop the last week. ty says he had the best bed of
Ovid Hart and family visited tobacco plants tle ever produced,
relatives in Princeton last Sun- due in part to the use of cyanaday.
mid, reports Farm Agent John
Isaac McCormick visited his C. Brown. He
adds:
brother, John McCormick, and
"Devine prepared his tobacco
family near Red Boiling Springs,
bed well last November, treatTenn., recently.
Denzil Orton and family, of ing it with one pound of cyanaCerulean, Springs, visited Omer mid per square yard. Threefourths of the chemical was
Cook and family recently.
Gordon Haile lost a valuable worked into the soil, the remainmuch cow last week of hydro- der being applied on
top of the
phobia.
ground before it was thoroughly
Miss Milton, of Princeton, has watered
.
been a recent guest of her sister,
"The ground was prepared
Mrs. Stanley McGowan.
Mrs. Loel Hale underwent an shallow this spring and seed
operation for goiter at Jennie sowed with a mechanical seeder. Practically no weeding was
Stewart Hospital last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Croft necessary, the job of pulling
and Loel Hale were in Hopkins- the few weeds around the
edge
ville Saturday.
of the bed 100 feet long and 12
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Hale were feet wide
taking only three
in Hopkinsville Friday.
hours. Mr. Devine believes he
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCormick and family visited Mr. and would have had no weeding to
Mrs.. D. L. Wright at Fredonia do if he had been careful in not
raking untreated soil on the bed
last Sunday.
Wayne Reynolds, of Indiana, around the edges. In a thoroughhas been visiting his uncle, J. L.
White and family the last week.
J. L. White and daughter, Mary
Lou, visited in Hopkinsville last
Saturday. They were accompanied home by Mrs. Jessie Johnson.
Mrs. J. B. Denham, of Dawson
Springs, was guest of her son,
William Denham and family
Friday night.
if increase'l living iosts have
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Word of
made it difficult to balance the
Princeton, and Mrs. Fred Foy,
family budget, let us know.
of Mayfield, were visiting relatives here Sunday afternoon.
Come in or phone for a loan
to straighten it out. Repay
Cordell Hull was practicing
monthly, on terms to ht your
law in Tennessee before he was
income. No red tape or em.
old enough to vote.
barrassing inquiries. Prompt,
courteous service.

A reliable supply of good
water is needed on many farms
to make stock-raising profitable,
Virginia had the first glass
accordi
ng to "Opportunities in
works in America.
Commonwealth Of Kentucky
Kentucky Agriculture," a cirDepartment Of Highways
cular published by the College
Frankfort, Kentucky
of Agriculture and Home EcoSealed bids will be received by
nomics at Lexington.
the Department of Highways at
Farmers who depend on shal- its office,
Frankfort, Kentucky,
low wells, springs, creeks, cis- until 10:00 a.m.
Central War
terns and ponds often have to Time on the. 29th day of June,
haul water In one ytar county 1945, at which time bids will be
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & agents
in e0 Kentucky counties publicly opened and read for the
CO., INC.,
reported that 6,300 farmers sold improvement of:
At The
Group MP 1 (1945)
unfinished stock because of the
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
Bituminous Seal Coat— Caldlack of water, 9,665 farmers
well County MP 222 GF. The
On Construction Of A
moved or drove stock to water Fredoni
a-Eddyville Road from
"Rocket Powder Plant"
and 13,174 hauled water an the I. C. Railroa
d Crossing in
In Southern Indiana
average of four miles.
Fredonia to the Lyon County
Work week 54 hours, time and
The circular recommends line, 2.358 miles.
one half in excess of forty.
MP 62 ABE. The Princetonreservoirs for farms where it is
not possible to have good wells. Hopkinsville Road from the east
corpora
te limit of Princeton to
The college has published a
Transportation Advanced
circular called "Earth Dams for the Christian County line, 11.273
Room and board available on
miles.
Farm Reservoirs."
Lyon County MP 11 AF. The
project Site for employees only
Thousands of reservoirs are Kuttawa-Fredonia
Company representative will in.
Road from
terview Every Monday and rues urgently needed for Kentucky junction with US 62 in Kuttawa
livesto
ck,
to
it
the
is declared, especiCaldwell County line, 9.594
day and hire at
ally in areas of the state under- miles.
Webste
Also Needed by Sub-Contractor lain by limestone, where it is
r County MP 49 DEH.
The Poole-Sebree-Beech Grove
difficult to get reliable wells.
SHEET METAL WORKERS
Road
from
junction with US 41
When tractors and excavating
at Poole to Green River at Eastequipment again are available, wood Ferry,
9.246 miles.
it is expected that many farmThe attention of prospective
ers will have reservoirs made or bidders is called to the preother water supplies developed. qualification requirements and
necessity for securing certificate
of eligibility, the special proA Higher Bracket
visions covering subletting or as(By Associated Press)
signing the contract and the DeHoopenston, Ill. — This com- partment's regulations
which
munity of 5,000 is through with prohibits the issuance of proEvery Monday and Tuesday
two-bit and four-bit public offi- posals after 4:00 p.m. of the
day
11:00 am. to 4 p.m.
cials. Since the city was incor- preceding the opening of bids.
3143 East Ninth Street
porated in 1877, their salaries
Further information, bidding
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
have been nominal-25 cents for proposals etc. will be furnished
alder-men and 50 cents for the upon application to the Frankmayor each year. But after a fort Office. The right is reserved
new administration is installed to reject any and all bids.
May 1, the aldermen will get
June 5, 1945
$300 and the mayor $500 a year.
Frankfort, Kentucky
Laboratories, Irloremee. Ala.

ere I am moving

Notice Of Bids

Carpenters, Patrolmen,
Laborers and Labor
Foremen

an you connect
for me?
The answer is: a telephone on the premises
oes not mean we can furnish you service withdelay.
The telephone and other facilities used by
former resident who ordered the service
ontinued are made available to meet the
ntial war demands or the next applicant
the waiting list.
If a later applicant were to take over the
lephone in the house where he is moving, he
uld be receiving service ahead of the many
ers who have been waiting for a long period
time.
patience and understanding of those
ailing for service is appreciated and they
be sure that they will be connected in their
per turn as fast as conditions permit.

ERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Cyanamid Checks
Plant-Bed Weeds

War Manpower
Commission

United States
Employment Service

Interstate
Finance Corp. of Ky.

ly burned bed nearly which was
sowed the same day, there were
plenty of weeds.
"Other farmers who have ex-

cellent chemically treated beds
are Clyde Harmon, Prall Hundley, W. B. Martin and C.
Overstreet."

- Vote For -

BEN YANDELL
For SHERIFF
Subject to the Republican Primary, Saturd
ay, Aug. 4, 1945
Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated.

Modern Science
and scientists agree
.If you talk with your doctor he, too, will
agree with
these famous doctors

This is Why
all modern Health Departments, and all well
posted
physicians buy pasteurized milk for their own
families and recommended it for their own custom
ers or
patients.

Look Now
Look on your own bottle cap NOW. If it is pasteu
rized
it will say "Pasteurized" without fail. This is
required
by law so you may know. It pays to be sure.

Princeton Cream & Butter
Company
Phone 161

Anna May Nesmith, manager
Princeton, Kentucky

It's a picnic... Have a Coke

...afriendly way to keep everyone happy
Have a Coke is a friendly phrase right in the picnic spirit.
There's friendliness in every sip of ice-cold Coca-Cola
that brings out the sunny side in everybody. Coke always
makes picnic time, or any time, refreshment time.
ROMEO UNDER AUMOIRTY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IT

-10PKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC
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Telephone 321

BEDFORD McCHESNEY
Democratic Candidate For

SHERIFF
Democrats Nominate A New Man Who Can

Every day last year—tu ill yout daily needs
and Uncle Sam's—the Illinois Central delivered an average of 219,490 tons of freight after
moving it 297 miles.
The job went on around the clock, whilc you
worked,played and slept. Pictured here aresome
of the items delivered in an averajo 24 hours.
The American people depend on the railroads
for economical delivery of the products of mine,
farm and factory. No other transportation does
so much for so little.
W. A. Johnston
P'RZSIDINT

Win In November
Your Vile & Influence Appreciated
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We will be unable to see all the
wheat growers in Caldwell and adjoining counties under present travel
restrictions.
But, we will be in the market again
this year for your wheat.

!
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Y
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Will pay market price, as we did
last year. Also sacks furnished FREE
FOR 30 days.

BE SURE TO HARVEST
YOUR WHEAT DRY!
Dry wheat t•sts higher, which
means higher price for YOU.

PRINCETON MILLS
Phon• 10 and 226

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
LAST WELL TIRE REBUILDERS
CORNICK OIL tO.
GOLDNAMER'S

THE. LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE
MELVIN FRALICK
(Mgr. Market St led Frost Mere)

PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY

CLAUDE ROBINSON
RP.
REFINERY SALES CO
SULA AND ELIZA NALL
DR. W. L. CASH, MAYOR
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FA Announces
•n On Wheat

Hospital Cookie
Jar Kept Filled

he War Food Administration
informed the Kentucky Cole of Agriculture that it has
pleted the details of its comity loan program to support
price of this year's wheat at
level reflecting 90 percent of
ity or a national average of
ut $1.38 a bushel on a farm
n basis.
of wheat adIf the parity price
ores more than 1 cent a bushel
fore July 1, an adjustment will
made in the new loan rates,
is announced.
Loans will be made on wheat
red on the farm or in approvwarehouses. Wheat stored on
ras until April 30, 1946, will
a storage charge of 7 cents
bushel. Loans will mature

A little taste of home has been
brought to the returned servicemen at the Ft. Thomas Hospital
in Boone county by the members
of honiemakers clubs who are
keeping the hospital cookie jar
filled. Despite shortages, Mothers,
sisters and sweethearts of these
or other servicemen have contrived to stretch their ration
points to make 600 dozen cookies,
eight large cakes and 20 pounds
of candy. A carefully worked
out schedule indicates there
won't be any let-up during the
summer months.

Page Seven

y. farm News

•

NOTICE!

Approximately 3,000 acres of
orn and tobacco land were stakd off on the contour in Green
unty during May.
In Bath county, there are 311
embers in 10 homemakers'

TO OUR CUSTOMERS
In Accordance To Our Regular Yearly Custom Our

At least 25 plant bed boards
ave been made by farmers in
reckinridge county to save
abor.
For the first time, farmers in
yon county are growing sweet
otatoes for the Kentucky Food
ooperative at Hopkinsville.
Approximately three-fourths
•f the tobacco plant beds in
April 30, 1946, or earlier on dearrard county were injured by
mand.
ue mold and by cold weather.
The terminal loan rate foi
Reba Sizemore, 4-H club memKentucky wheat is $1.61 at
er of Leslie county, raised 199
Louisville.
•ut of 200 chicks to broiler size.
Indications are that about 25
armers in Clark county will
aise flocks of 100 turkeys under
-anitary conditions this year.
POLYNESIAN DEFEATS HOOP JR. IN PREAKNESS—Mrs. P. A. B. Widener's Polynesian (7),
Homemakers' clubs in Madison
with Wayne Wright up, reaches the finish line two and one half lengths in front of Hoop Jr. (2), the
ounty exchanged 2,103 copies of
Kentucky Derby winner with A. Snyder in the saddle. Darby Dieppe (6, next to rail) is taking show
agazines during the past year.
money by half length with The Doge (8), finishing fourth, In the 55th running of the Pimlico
Preakness at Baltimore, Md. (AP Wirephoto)
T h e Arcadia Homemakers'
lub in Kenton county has
For those hard to get tubs, bring your radios
ade. 15 lampshades, any one of
to me. I have a small quantity of these: I2SK7,
awson Road News which, it is said, would do credit
o an exclusive shop.
(By Mrs. Madge Lisanby)
12SQ7, 35L6, 50L6 and many other tubes and parts.
Homemakers' club members
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
visited Mr. and Mrs. Harry MarPfc. Henry Creekmur, who has -.in Hopkins county are saving a
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Lowry tin, of Salem, Sunday.
been overseas for the last three great deal of time and labor by
•
left Monday for a visit with Mr.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, of
tollowing recommended houseand Mrs. Guy Cunningham, of Evansville, was a week-end years, and a prisoner of the Gercleaning methods.
Decateur, Ill.
guest of her parents, Mr. and mans for the last 12 months, reIt is estimated that 90 percent
turned to his home here Sunday
Miss Marian Dean, of Marion, Mrs. D. 0. Boaz.
of the corn planted in Trimble
has returned to her home after
Mrs. Glenn Whitt, visited her and received a royal welcome by county this spring was of the
having spent several days visit- parents, Mr. and Mrs. John all his relatives and fziends.
hybrid varietz.,
Delbert Capps and Morris
ing her sister, Mrs. Ruble Ak- Butts, Sundly.-.
3 DOORS EAST OF HOSEITAL
ridge and family.
Mrs. Arch Oliver has returned Trotter made a business trip to
Mrs. Jimmie Landes, of to her home after several days St. Charles and Nortonville
Princeton, was a week-end visit with her sister, Mrs. Will Wednesday.
Mrs. Madge Lisanby, Mrs.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Pilaut and family, of Princeton.
Landes.
Mrs. J. S. Hewlett and little Earl Jackson and Miss Millidean
Mrs. John L. Quertermous has daughter, of Crider, visited her Robinson made a business trip
returned home, after having parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, to Princeton Tuesday.
Mrs. Basil Martin made a
spent several days visiting Mr. Saturday.
(Clip and keep handy for
asid Mrs, John Quertermous, of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn business trip to Dawson Wednes- daily reference and shopping
visited Mr. and Mrs. Arthur day.
Frankfort.
aid.)
— — Liability for personal injuries — liability for
Miss One Orange, of PrinceMita Juanita king, of Nash- Wigginton Sunday afternoon.
property damage — liability for unknown and unex•
ton,
PROCESSED FOODS
spent
the
week-end
with
ville, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
her grand mother, Mrs. Donie
Kate King, and brother, Bill
pected hazards. The best protection? Our liability
stamps N2 through S2
Blue
War Work Takes
Creekmur.
King and family.
good through June 30. T2
insurance.
Mrs.
Earl
Millman
spent
SunMr. and Mrs. Arnold Burklow Many From Farms
through X2 good through
day afternoon with Mrs. Sarah
and little sons. Ronnie and
July 31. Y2, Z2, Al, Bl, and
Men and women leaving farms Casteel and
Mrs.
Madge
Lisanby.
Stevie, of Evansville, were Sun- for war or to work in war plants
Cl good through August 31.
Delbert Capps spent Friday
day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. C. has tended to releive overcrowdwith Mack Robinson, of near
MEATS, FATS, ETC.
W. Moore.
ing in farm homes, says the KenMr. and Mrs. Charlie Town- tucky Agricultural Experiment Dawson.
Red stamps E2 through J2
Mrs. Sarah Casteel, Mrs. good through June
send have moved to the home Station.
30. 1(2
Madge Lisanby and Dixie Cas- through P2 good through July
formerly occupied by Mr. and
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
Homes should have at least teel visited
Mrs. Mildred Good- 31. Q2 through U2 good
Mrs. Moldenhaver. Mr. Town- one room per one and a half
PHONE 81
III W. Market St.
PRINCETON, KY.
send will reopen his funeral persons, it is said. But in eight all in Dawson Tuesday.
through August 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Galoway
home here.
magisterial districts in eastern
and
children
visited
their
mother,
SUGAR
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Turley, Kentucky, containing
40,000
Mrs. Ellen Turley, Miss Rachel persons, the 8940 census showed Mrs. Donia Creekmur, Sunday
Sugar stamp 36 vaild
Delbert Capps visited Mr. and
Turley, and John Henry Turley, that 46.5 percent of the houses
Mrs. Jim Casteel, of Mt. Hebron, through August 1. Five
had more than a person and a Monday.
pounds each.
half per room.
Mrs. Bert Robinson and son,
(Be sure to put your name
In 1944, however, a survey of
Mack, made a business trip to and number on canning sugar
the same area found only be- Dawson
Daylight Saturday.
coupon.)
tween 20 and 25 percent of the
Mrs. Ellis Jones and children
houses overcrowded. There also
ttended the show in Dawson
Watch for this ration news
were many vacant houses.
Saturday.
bulletin every week in this
The report adds that "the
This current year's city taxes become due,
Delbert Capps visited Louard paper. Published to aid our
temporary reduction in overBarnes one day last week.
July 1, and if paid by July 20, 1945, a 2 percustomers and all food buyers
crowding, of course, would be
Miss Millidean Robinson and in Princeton as a friendly
reversed by a full return of warcent discount will be allowed. All taxes remainbrother,
Mack,
visited
Mrs.
time migrants."
helpful service by
Madge Lisanby Friday.
ing unpaid after November 1, 1945, will be subAbout 2,000 acres of vetch was
ject to a 10 percent penalty and interest
Farmers in Owsley county who
turned under in Henry county
planted both hybrid and common
charges.
Joe McMican, Prop.
this spring.
corn report a much better stand
of the former.
All water bills become due the first day of

Store Will Be Closed Each
Wednesday Afternoon

Ana/A
HOPKINSVILLE

Radio Service

Fredonia .News

Soldiers On The
Home Front

D

BILL MICK

Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
to help Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock promptly.
Call us collect.

Ration News
Service

LIABILITY!

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone — David Payne's Service Station
Phone 423
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

•
Mark Cunningham, Agent

NOTICE!

HAIL
INSURANCE
Write Hail Insurance On Your Tobacco NOW.
After It Has Hailed You Will Not Need It.
Insurance and Real Estate

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

each month, and if not paid by the 18th of the
month, and subject to a penalty. Special assessment taxes, including upkeep tax on cemetery
lots, are due. Early settlement of all taxes and
accounts will be appreciated.
By order of City Council,

Garland Quisenberry
Collector

Stokers
AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR NOME!
NO PRIORITY REQUIRED!
Delivery in approximately 3 weeks.
All orders received up July 15 we will give two

Eating Was A Task Instead
Of A Pleasure, Says Dept.
Store Man. Enjoys Every
Meal Now. Weak, Nervous
Feeling Also Relieved.
`II had spent hundreds of dollars and was down to only a
hundred and eighteen pounds
when I decided to try Retonga.
Now I weigh a hundred and
forty-five, eat anything I want,
and I feel like a different person," declares M F G Gunn,
well known emp oyee of a big
department store who resides at
475 Luckie St., Atlanta, Ga. Discussing his case Mr. Gunn gratefully continued:
"I was , 30 pounds underweight and felt so weak and
nervous that the least excitement
upset me. I rarely slept the night
through. Sluggish elimination
forced me to take strong laxatives frequently. I seemed unable to regain any strength or
weight and I had so little appetite that eating was a task.
"Retonga gave me more relief than everything else put
together. I have a fine appetite,
I sleep fine, and get up feeling

C. A. Woodall

Peoples Service Store

30 LBS. UNDER WEIGHT
GAINS 27 ON RETONG

.
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Phone 54
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SUBSIDY ON
FAT CATTLE
Mr. R. F. Gunn
fine. The twenty seven pound
I regained puts me back at normal weight. The constipation
relieved, and I feel stronger
than in years. Retonga was
blessing to me."
Retonga is intended to reliev
distress due to Vitamin B-1 de
ficiency, constipation, insufficient
flow of digestive juices in th
stomach, and loss of appetite
Accept no substitute. Retong
may be obtained at Dawson'
Drug Store. —(adv).

GET THE MOST FOR YOUR FAT CATTLE BY SELLING
THEM AT THE PRINCETON LIVE STOCK CO.
All qualified feeders selling fat cattle weighing 800 pounds or more and bringing
$14.40 per hundred or more are entitled to a subsidy oi 50 cents per hundred (which
will be paid through the local Triple A Office) if they sell for butcher purposes.

Go To ..

CORNETTE'S
.. When in Hopkinsville

All farmers selling cattle of this description are eligible for the subsidy and can obtain some by telling with us.

tons of Stoker coal.
STATIONARY

GIFTS

Phone us for free estimate at old ceiling price.
WA- LLPAPER
Get your or/X1wIlt at once as the factory won't
be able to make enough to supply every one.

OFFICE SUPPLIES

B.N.LusbyCo.
Phone 88

Princeton, Ky.

CORNETTE'S
STATIONERS

o'rr

SEE OR CALL IS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

BOOKS

LEATHER GOODS

4

At 12:00 O'clock Noon For a One-Half Holiday for Our Employees and continuing throughout June, July and August.
Your kind cooperation will be appreciated.

Princeton Live Stock Co.
Telephone 495

r

a e Ten
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HOSPITAL IS AT CROSSROADS!
Board Pleads For. Action Now
To Provide Modern Service Here
It has been decided, by unanimous vote of the Board of
Directors of the Princeton Hospital, to close the present hospital
on October 1, 1945. This decision has been reluctantly made
because the building now being used is inadequate to house
the sick of this community upon the following counts:
1. The building leaks in many places and the owners have
refused to repair the roof.
2. The window sills are so rotten that screens cannot be
fitted to the windows and cannot even be nailed to the sills to
keep flies and insects out of the building.
3. Birds have built nests under the eaves and one room
had mites in it as a result thereof.

Cannot Rent Building

Era Of Great Growth

6. The Hospital Board has been unable to locate an adequate building in Princeton to rent for a hospital.
7. There have been three near-fatal incidents at the hos.
pital withd the past year which could not have occurred in an
adequate hospital building. We can but thank God that these
events did not result in tragedies.
The foregoing cannot be denied or waived aside.

We believe that Princeton and Caldwell county are now
about to enter upon an era of their greatest growth and prosperity if we take advantage of the opportunities now existing.
Yet how can we expect to get new industries unless we can
insure the health and well being of the workers?
There can be but one direction for Princeton and Caldwell
county to travel. We will go upward to new growth and prosperity or we will decline and eventually become a town of no
value to ourselves or to the nation. We cannot stand still.

Most Serious Indictment
The most serious indictment of this community with its
beautiful churches, splendid schools, outstanding libeary, magnificient courthouse, miles of improved streets and attractive
residences is its inadequate, antiquated, so-called hospital.
The Hospital Board desires to publicly expresh its deepest
appreciation and gratitude to the Hospital Superintendent and
the nurses who have so unselfishly labored under the most
difficult conditions.
We have faith in the people of Caldwell county. We believe that this community can have a new hospital. But we
trust that the life of some innocent child or some adult will
not have to be sacrificed on the altar of our collective shortsightedness and procrastination before the public spirit is
so
aroused that we will dig down in our pockets and raise enough
money to erect a hospital that we can all take pride in.

Vermin Can Enter
4. The woodwork is rotten and has pulled away from the
walls leaving holes and crevices that vermin can enter. Upon
Sunday, June 10, 1946, a five foot snake entered the room of
one patient. (The Hospital Board states that this condition has
been temporarily repaired at the expense of the Princeton
Hospital.)
5. There is no adequate fire protection. Only one narrow
wooden stairway serves as an outlet for the second floor where
the nursery, patients' room and sleeping quarters for the
nurses are located. The closest fire hydrant is approximately
one-fourth mile distant.

Time To Go Forward
It is time for us to take another step forward. No other
other public undertaking at the present time will mean as
much to us, physically and financially, as will the construction
of a new hospital dedicated to the saving of human lives—
our lives and the lives of our loved ones—which will be a continuing benefit.
We will make this promise to you: If the Board of Directors and the Committee headed by Mr. Henry Sevison can
receive enough pledges to insure the building of a new hospital
in the immediate future, we will somehow manage to keep a
hospital open until the new hospital is completed.

PRINCETON HOSPITAL BOARD
By J. GORDON LISANBY,President

Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton, Locus street. Since his return to
the United States from the
European Theater about a month
ago, Pfc. Linton has been stationed at Finney General Hospital, Thomasville, Ga., where
he was treated for wounds received in action in Germany.
• • •

T/5 Paul W. Barnes
Awarded Bronze Star

Eugene Lane, USN, In

T/5 Paul W. Barnes, Princeton,
California Hospital
recently received the Bronze Star
Eugene Lane, seaman first
Medal at 5th Armored Division
class. USN, returned to the
Headquarters in Germany.
• • •
United States Saturday, June 9,
and is in a hospital in San FranCpl. Juliet Pepper
cisco, Calif. He has been in servHome From Denver
ice since April, 1944, and has
WAC Corporal Juliet Pepper, served 11 months of this time in
stationed at Fitzsimmons Gener- the Hawaiin Islands. He informal Hospital, Denver, Col., is on ed his wife several days ago by
furlough visiting her parents, telephone he expected to be
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pepper, Frank- home soon.
lin street.
• • •

• • •
Pfc. Barney Linton Is
Home On Furlough

Lieut. Charles Smith
On Leave With Family

Lieut. Charles Smith is spendPfc. Barney Linton is at home ing a leave with his wife and
on furlough visiting his parents, little son in Fredonia.

BATHES
For All Cars
di0
;I
0
/
4
ti
•

Sgt. John B. Keeney
Sent To Rest Camp

Pvt. Henry C. Creekmur,
Freed From Nazi Prison'

Sgt. John B. Keeney has been
moved from Okinawa to Saipan
for a rest period, he has informed his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Keeney, E. Market street.
Sergeant Keeney entered Okinawa on the invasion.
• • •

Mrs. Dona Creelunur, Dawson
Springs, Route 3, has received a
telegram from the War Department advising that her son, Pvt.
Henry C. Creekmur, has returned to military control after being released as a prisoner-of-war.
Private Creekmin- has been overseas 3 years, and was captured
D-Day.

Pfc. J. B. Nelson Home
From.Europe With Medal
Pfc. J. B. Nelson returned home
Monday from 25 months of overseas duty in the European Theater. He recently received the
Bronze Star Medal. Pfc. Nelson has been given a discharge
under the new point system.

Pfc. James R. White, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Shellie White,
Princeton, Route 2, is serving
with the 38th Division "Avengers of Bataan" on Luzon in the
Philippines as an official air
photographer. Pfc. White entered
the Army in March, 1941, and
is a graduate of Friendship High
• • •
School. He has been overseas
since January, 1944 and saw serArnold Stallins, USN,
vice in Hawaii, New Guinea and
Visiting Family Here
Leyte. He
Arnold Stallins, USN, station- American is entitled to wear the
Defense Ribbon, Asied at the Naval Air Station, atic
Pacific Ribbon and PhilipWhidbey Island, Washington, is
pine Liberation Ribbon.
on furlough visiting his family,
Shepardson street.

EXPERT

SEWING MACHINE
REPAIR
All

makes; prices reasonable.

Leave your machine at R. B. Williams Garage,
405 Hopkinsville street or write P. 0. Box 395 or 22.
Princeton, Ky.

t
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A FEW THOUSAND
100 Amp.

White

for Most Cars

79¢ gal.

$635

10c Deposit

EACH

on jug

WE HAVE

4h,

PPNV

Written 18 Mos
Guarantee

Western Auto
Associate Store
Home Owned and Operated by

Round-Cornered

CANDIDATE
CARDS_
- When these are gone, will have only
square cut cardboard.
If you want some nice candidate cards—

JOE P. WILCOX

Get 'em now at

HIAWATHA COLEMAN, Mgr.

The Leader

Phone 212

Pfc. James R. White
Serving On Luzon

CLASSIFIED ADS

STOP at Princeton Auto Sales,
Washington St. We have a
reconditioned Model-A motor
for sale.
it
FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant, see--J. E. or K.
R. Cummins, Telephone 441
RADIO SERVICE-3 doors east
of hospital. Bill Mick.
7tp.

Pvt. Lawrence Blackburn
Visits At Fredonia

Tornadoes have been reported
Twenty-seven pounds of
from every state in the United are nettled to make one pound
butter.
P v t. Lawrence Blackburn, States except Nevada.
Camp Breckenridge, spent last
week-end in Fredonia with his
Buttons were used for o
The wore button comes from
wife and little son, Richie, and the French' "bouton"
meaning mental purposes as early as
mother, Mrs. Pen Blackburn.
14th century.
something to be pushed out.

AAAAM

FRESH TOMATOES
A Solid carload extra fine Mississippi Fresh Tomatoes,
large size — red and delicious
lb. 20c.
Molly

COOKIES

bulk lb.

Butterscotch

COOKIES

bulk lb.

SOAP

Transparent
apples, $1 a bushel at the
orchard and you gather them.
M. P. Brown,
ttp.

pint btl.

FLIT

/
1
2 lb. box IOC

Farm Brand Pure

SHOE POLISH

jar (
5

APPLE BUTTER

(
28 oz. jar 21

Valley Lea

Breakfast of Champions

WHEATIES

JAR RINGS

FOR SALE—Yellow

Death to flies, mosquitoes, moths, ell
9,

COCOA

cake

Atlas Brown

FOR SALE--1 gas range, Estate,
good condition, will sell cheap.
Call M. D. McGee, at 274. It.

FOR SALE—Furniture. 307
Washington street.
It.
FREE—If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn', Belching, Bloating, Nausea, Gas
Pains, get free sample, lido,
at Dawson Drug Store. 10 tp.

• 8(

TOP-0 SPREAD

Hershey's Breakfast

5 cakes 20¢

T & T TEA

OUTBOARD MOTORS-5 H. P.
outboard motors may be ordered by most individuals where
they are to be used for business purposes. Write ujeljliVOUI
your occupation shad use of
motor, for full particulars.
Montgomery Ward & Co. Hopkinsville, Ky.
3t.

20(

Gayla Beauty Toilet

FOR SALE—Kentucky certified
103 hybrid seed corn. Deanhill
Farm, Fredonia, Ky. Phone
42-J.
tfc.
FOR SALE-1937 Chevrolet'twodoor sedan. Ceiling price ;325;
asking price, $325. W. H. Carner, 709 Varmint Trace. lip.
FOR SALE-5-foot AC combine.
D. W. Satterfield. Phone 2702.
ltp.

FOR SALE—Clean, sprayed
Transparent Apples, high
quality, medium size. Good for
canning and sauce. Telephone
number 48. Expect to be thru
harvesting this variety in a
few days. Western Kentucky
Experiment Subatation.
ltc.

18(

8 oz. pkg. 11
(

(
3 cans 21

EVAPORATED MILK
5 sewed, all straw .

Kellogg's

RICE KRISPIES

pkg 12
(

„ 49(

BROOMS
Quaker White

Tex Sun—lg. 46 oz. can

29(

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

CORN MEAL

pkg. (
9

Delmenico
Blended for delicious iced tea

14 lb. pkg.. 25
(

Red or black — for canning

Fresh June

EGG NOODLES

jar

24

with chicken broth and tomato sauce

Lady's Choice

3 for le(

GRAPE JELLY

(
2 lb. jar 31

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

APPLES

lb. lk

CRODWER PEAS

lb.

Fresh Freestone

PEACHES

lb.

15(

Fresh

CORN (long white ear:) eo:7k
Head

LETTUCE

5 doz. size

Sweet delicious

WATERMELONS

lb.

Georgia — splendid flavor

CANTALOUPES
Mississippi — like homegrown

TOMATOES

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables. More
for your Money all the Time.

4

RED FRONT
CASH

4

dr CARRY STORES
AA•wo
•I

•
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